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Premier Campbell-Brannerma-n
Shouted Long
Live Parliament.

The fourteenth
Loudon, July 23.
conference of the
Union opened at the Palace of Westminister today. The adherents of International peace from all the parliaments of Europe as well as several
of those of the Western Hemisphere
were present but hardly had the conference opened when, amidst a scene
of considerable excitement, a member
of the lower house of the Russian
Parliament announced that he and his
colleagues, representing until yesterday the youngest parliament In the
world, would be obliged to withdraw
In consequence of the dissolution of
the body they were officially appointed to represent.
Delegates Cheered Russian Parlia-

ment

The delegates cheered the Russians
to an echo. Premier
in a speech greeted them and
also paid tribute to Emperor Nicholas.
"It could be thought," Hie said, "that
tihe Russian Parliament although dissolved, was sure to come into existence again." Then In a sudden excess
of enthusiasm he shouted:
Long Live Russian Parliament.
"The Russian Parliament Is dead;
long live the Russian Parliament"
The delegates rose to their feet and
the storm of cheering lasted several
minutes. In conclusion, the premier
said that at the next Peace Conference
at the Hague a general act would be
drawn up for the submission of all
restrictquestions or disputes without
ions to the Hague tribunal for the
universal good of humanity.
This session of the Interparliamento contary Union has been called order to
vene at London, July 23d, la
In June
pass upon the reports filed
who were
by the two commissioners
last
Appointed at the Brussels session, to
wise
considered
wa9
It
August.
have an extraordirfary session of the
union so that Its whole weight might
converho back of the request for the
sion of the second Hague conference
Into a permanent body, When this
to the memproposition is represented
in
bers of that conference next May,
unanithe form of a report approved
Intermously by the members of the
parliamentary Commission.
For Model Arbitration Treaty.
This will be, of course, the most
of
important point on the program
the London conference, but hardly
less important is the report of the
commission on a model arbitration
treaty. That commission, like the one
congress, Is comon international
man. Its presieminent
of
every
posed
dent is Ernst von Pleoer,
of finance of Australia. He was for
many years the leader of the 'German
Parliament
party in the Austrian
This commission had to grapple with
these problems:
1. How to draw a treaty of arbitration which can be executed by all
nations, without, holding the progressive countries back to the position of
the least advanced powers.
2. How to draw
treaty which can
hope to be approved by the President
and Senate of 'the United States, without forfeiting the favor of the great
powers of Europe, that have adopted
as their standard the
treaty of arbitration!.
This latter problem arose from the
failure of the Hay treaties to meet
with the approval of the United States
in the form tn which they were negotiated. The Hay treaties proposed to
refer to arbitration all questions of a
legal mature provided they do not
affect the vital interest or the honor
of either of the contracting powers, or
the interests of a third power. A subsequent clause was inserted which
provided that when any particular controversy might arise a subsequent
agreement should be entered into between the contracting powers, before
resort could be 'had to the court of
arbitration under the terms of this
treaty.
The Senate struck out ifhe word
"agreement" and substituted the word
"treaty" and 'then passed iJhe treaty
thug amended by practically a unanimous vote, only nine Senators objecting to the amendmen t. This amendment necessitated securing the consent
of the Senate to each case when the
subsequent agreement was being concluded.
At Usual Americans Were in Lead.
Upon tne initiative of American
Congressmen the Interparliamentary
Commission decided upon a plan to
surmount the difficulty. This plan Is
to specify distinctly the classes of
questions to be arbitrated, so that the
Senate can exercise its judgment when
it ratifies the treaty. To prevent this
specification from holding all nations
back to the position occupied by the
least progressive country, It was proposed that each nation could designate individually the classes of controversies In which it may be Interested which shall be transferred by
the treaty from the battle field to the
Campbell-Ban-nerma-

Anglo-Frenc-

h
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(Continued on Page Bight)

GALLUP MUNICIPAL
IMBROGLIO OFFICER
Attorney General Reid Allows Use of
Territory's Name In Quo Warranto Proceedings.
Attorney General W. C. Reid today
granted permission for the use of the
name of the Territory in quo warranto
proceedings against the municipal officers of Gallup as the result of the
recent election muddle.
Attorney General Reid statod that
he regretted very much that the municipal affairs of Gallup had gotten in
their present condition; that he had
no doubt but that the present officials were fairly elected so far as votes
are concerned and that the men elected to office were efficient and would do
nothing against the interests of the
people of Gallup, but that the provisions required by law preceding such
election had been entirely ignored, not
by the present officials but by the former board of trustees and that for
this reason he was compelled to permit quo warranto proceedings to be
Instituted.
Asked if he had granted permission
to use the name of the Territory in
a proceeding by quo warranto which
will attack the present municipal corporation officers of that place, he said:
"Yes, I have granted such permission, 'ine question in granting such
authority by this office was very carefully considered by me and under the
law and facts as I have had them presented to me I do not see how I could
have consistently refused such permission. In fact the circumstances would
have to be extraordinary
before 1
would refuse to grant similar permission to any applicant In the case of
Gallup It Is very questionable In my
mind whether the present officials of
that municipality are even de facto to
officers and if they are not their acts
would be void; to allow tbem to go on
and exercise the rights of officers
would be to imperil every contract and
ordinance made by such officers. 1
am not'presuming to decide this question for the people of Gallup when I
grant permission to institute quo warranto proceedings, but it Is enough
that there is a question, and the court
is the proper tribunal to determine."

SCHOOL OF MINES
APPOINTMENTS
Two Scientists of Acknowledged Abil
ity and Fine Reputation Added to Faculty.
Special to the New Mexican,
On Saturday
Socorro, July 23.
last the Board of Trustees of the New
Mexico School of Mines elected Harry N. Eaton, of Eaton, New York, to
the chair of Geology. Mr. Eaton is a
graduate of Colgate University and 'a
student of Harvard University, in which institution during
the past year, he has been an instruct
or In the department of geology.
The board also elected Professor R.
V. Smith of the University of Utah
to the chair of mining and metallurgy.
Professor Smith has had considerable
In the copper
practical experience
smelters of Utah and in cyanide
plants. He was with the Tuscaroro
Consolidated Gold Mines Company for
two years in the capacity of assayer
and later manager at the mines at
Tuscarora, Nevada, previous to his
present position in the University of
Utah.
Both men are highly recommended
and their selection insures an increas
ed efficiency In the instruction afford
ed by the School of Mines.
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FIRST FIGHT
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County For Petty
Larceny.

Armed with requisition papers is
sued by Governor Herbert J. Hager-man- ,
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo of Bernalillo County, has gone to Texas to
bring back George W. Mosher, who
is wanted In Bernalillo County on a
charge of petty larceny. Mosher was
arrested at Colorado City, Texas, re
cently on the advice and request of
the Bernalillo peace officers and has
been incarcerated in jail there since.
He refused to return to New Mexico
without reauisitlon papers, hence the
journey of the Bernalillo County sherla to this city Saturday.
it. is said that there are a numoer
of warrants out for the prisoner for
th ivimmisslon of Detty thefts In Ber
nalillo County. He Is also thought to
be wanted for similar offenses In Wisconsin.
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Young Kansan Falls Cordially Received Interesting Account
and Duly Honored by Asst. Cashier
in Battle With
Here.
Knight.
Pulajanes.
CONSTABULARY

LEADING

IS DEFEATED

CITIK

ATTEND

FERTILE
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COUNTRY

With Loss of 13 Ot'.er Men Informal Reception Sincere Great Water Supply Big
Wool ShipmentsBusiWelcome Telling
One Thousand Natives
ness Booming.
Work.
in Field.
Talk-Congres-

Manila, July 23. A detachment of
constabulary encountered a band of
600 Pulnjanes near Bureau on the
Island of Lelte Sunday morning. Lieutenant Worswlck, twelve privates and
a civilian, Scout McBride were killed.
The constabulary were driven back.
The bodies of all but two privates
were recovered. Reinforcements
of
constabulary have been sent from the
nearest station. A company of regular infantry also has been ordered to
the scene. It is reported in the neighborhood that a thousand Pulajanes are
in the field. Worswick was a Kansas
man recently appointed to the constabulary and this was his first battle.

LADRONES IN LIMBO.
Self-Style- d

President
and
Thieves in Luzon
Arrested.

A recent Washington

dispatch says

that the bureau of Insular affairs has

received the following cablegram from
the governor general of the Philippine
Islands:
"Macario Sakay and Francisco
president and vice
president, Filipino republic; Leon wi.
liafuerte, lieutenant
general, being
ladrones heretofore Infesting Rizal
and LaGuha; Generals Julian Montal-oLurla Devga and Benito Natividad
and their important subordinates have
surrendered; now in custody at Manila. Absolutely no promises authorized or made except fair trial,
"Greatest credit due Hairy H. Band-niltfor his prudence and skill in conducting this very difficult matter. He
utilized Domiuador Gomez, but no
promises as to his litigation have
been authorized or made.
"In Obu, GovM-aoOsmonn,. by. tb
has
greatest effort and
secured the surrender of all remaining outlaw leaders and all guns.
peace now
Complete
throughout
Luzon, except as to Filipe Salvador
and hia fanatical followers. Prospects
of getting him encouraging."
Sakay, Carreon, Devega and Natividad have been leaders of the Ladrone
bands that Infested Rizal and LaGuna,
and at times, neighboring provinces.
Bandholtz referred to Is captain of the
army detailed and acting as colonel
and assistant chief of the Philippine
constabulary.
Domlnador Gomez, whose full name
is Jose Maria Domlnador Jesus, Is
of the Nationalist party and
Philippine labor union and" is said to
be a Chinese-SpanisTagalog Mestizo,
was educated In the Philippines and
Spain and is by profession a physician.
Car-reo-

self-style- d

z
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Santiago Telles, Who Ran Away From
Scenic Route, Returned to
Prison By Officer.

Santiago Telles, sentenced to two
years in the territorial penitentiary
from Dona Ana County, on the charge
of stealing a horse, and who escaped
from guards on the Scenic Highway,
July 9, 1905, was recaptured Friday
night by Mounted Policeman Frank
MoKinley
near Torrance,
Gomez
County. He was brought to the penitentiary here, Sunday and this morning went to work In the phraseology
the
of the prison guards "carrying
baby" or wearing a ball and chain.
The mounted oncers have been looking for the man for several weeks but
until Friday, he eluded them. He
had secured employment as a sheep
herder off the railroad and thought
himself safe. When Policeman Gomez
caught Sight of Telles, the convict
RUSSELL SAGE IS DEAD fled on foot. The mounted officer unable to follow on horseback through
Aged Financier Succumbed Suddenly the hills, left his mount and ran the
man down, forcing him to surrender
to Heart Failure Did Not Disturb
Market.
the point of a pistol, after a chase
at
'
m
Vnrk. .Tulv 23. Russell Sage of several miles.
mj fiiidHeniir vesterday at his country
home at Lawrence, Long Island. The CONGRESSIONAL
Immediate cause of his deatn was
CAMPAIGN
hart failure, resulting from a comri.t.ninn of diseases incident to old
age. "The veteran financier would Arranged By President Roosevelt and
have celebrated his 90th birthday on
Republican Leaders Plans
Discussed.
August 4th. His death was probably
a less factor in today's market, which
Oyster Bay, N. Y., July 23. Plans
opened heavy, 'than was the dissolution
of the Russian Douma, Persons con- for the Republican Congressional Camversant with affairs of the late Mr. paign were formulated at Sagamore
Saee said be had comraratively little Hill today. President Roosevelt toad
mraiAT nut. on Innns and that his .death invited Speaker Cannon, Chairman
would hardly disturb local financial Sherman of the Kepubllcan' Congresconditions. ,
sional Campaign Committee, Secretary Loudenslager and Treasurer
of that committee to luncheon
BUSINESS AT LOCAL POST-- "
"
OFFICE DURING WEEK. today.
week
are
of
the
committee
the
the
local
During
past
Headquarters
post
office sold 96 money orders, amount to he established do New York City,
ing to $867.36, paid 150 money orders where the speaking program will be
The Mterary bureau will
amounting " to $3,127.97, received mon- arranged.
to be established in Washington.
ey order surplus,
amounting
$1,926, and drafts amounting to $300,
New Mexican advertising payi,
making a total of $6,221.33.
.
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Delegate to Congress W. H. An
drews has every reason .to be grati
fied at the hearty reception given him
by the representative people of Santa
Fe upon his return from Washington,
D. C, on Saturday after the busiest
and most successful terms in Congress
to 'the credit of any of New Mexico's
representatives in history thus far,
All day long people called upon him
to thank him for this or that favor
done or to congratulate him upon this
or that great task accomplished, Pos
sibly, most pleasing were the thanks
of the old veterans who have been
helped over the hard places In life
by pensions secured in opportune time
for them by the Delegate who never
turned a deaf ear to any request.
In the afternoon at 4 o'clock, there
was a more formal reception than the
affair which had been in progress. Thirty or more federal, terri
torial and other officials and men who
are leaders in party councils, called
upon the Delegate In a body. The
Perez band, which had taken a conspicuous part in Delegate Andrews'
whirlwind campaign almost two years
ago, was stationed, first on the hotel
porch, then on the wide stairway In
the interior, and discoursed spirited
" ;
music
In the delegation among others were
Governor Hagerman, Judge MoFie,
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds,
Attorney General W. C Reid,
T. B. Catron, Superintendent of
Public Instruction Hiram Haidley, As
sistant Ama;lo Chaves, Captain of
Mounted Police Fred Fornoff, Surveyor General Morgan O. Llewellyn,
General George W. Prich-arwho acted as spokesman for the
delegation and on Its behalf extended
a cordial welcome to Delegate Andrews. Colonel Prlchard renewed the
y

Other

GOVERNOR ISSUES
A REQUISITION ESCAPED CONVICT
AGAIN IN PEN
For G. W. Mosher, Wanted in Bernalillo

MAN

proihlortrimWkbdwW

Tempwiga

and how every one has been kept by
"the man who docs things," even if he
Is not a great orator. Colonel Pilchard evidently expressed the sentiments of those present for he was
loudly applauded.
Delegate Andrews' Response.
Delegate W. H. Andrews .responded
very happily and was cheered to the
echo. Although he pleaded guilty to
the Indictment of being a. vote getter
rather than a big talker, yet he demonstrated that when it conies to talking he could do so, and right to the
point as well. He told of the difficulties that confront the territorial
delegate In endeavoring to secure legHe
islation for his constituents.
quoted the kite Senator Quay to the
effect that the territories have no
rights that Hie stales heed respect. He
gave as a point in case, the story of
the passage of the $100,000 appropriation for a federal building at AlbuThe skillful diplomats of
querque.
the House had carefully closed every
avenue of legislation for any addition
to the appropriations for pubic buildings and even the senatorial friends
of Delegate Andrews had given up
hope of being able to help him to se
cure a slice of the appropriation and
advised him to wait until next term.
The Delegate then related how the almost insuperable difficulties were overcome and how a piece of legislative
maneuvering was performed of which
the most astute and most experienced
Congressman would have been proud.
Delegate Andrews then told of the vast
benefits which statehood will confer
upon New Mexico and Arizona. He
asserted that never again will any
Congress be induced to pass so liberal
a statehood measure. Yet, he said,
it would have been still more liberal
but for the opposition of Arizona's
delegate in Congress who wanted to
have eliminated from the blli everything that might induce Arlzonlans to
vote for it If it had not been for
this opposition to what. Delegate Smith
was pleased to call bribery, the bill
would have Included provisions for
the payment of both territorial debts
and of the railroad debts of New
Mexico and Arizona counties, for Con
gress was in a liberal mood to grant
these favors. As it Is, there is a very
good chance for the bills introduced by
Delegate Andrews for the payment of
the railroad debts of Grant and Santa
Fe Counties to pass at the next term
although the Delegate would give no
oUhe.T pledge of their passage than his
success In the past in getting things
for New Mexico and the solid support
of the large and powerful Pennsylvania
delegation in Congress, which is ready
to stand behind him in every reason
able piece of legislation, that he may
request It was very interestlnehl8
talk of Delegate Andrews, and gave a
wonderful Insight of methods in Con
gress, and Incidentally of his own
knowledge of affairs and his skill in
securing legislative and departmental
favors, although he took no credit un
to himself and disclaimed any special
skill or success. He was applauded
again and again during his address
which lasted fully half an hour.

NO. 131,

Percy F. Knight, assistant cashier

of the United States Bank and Trust
Company in this city, on Saturday

evening returned from a week's business trip in the Espanola and Taos
Valleys. This was the first visit by
Mr. Knight to those sections and what
he saw and observed was a revelation
to him of New Mexico's wonderful and
varied resources. He pronounces both
valleys not only among the most prosperous but also the most beautiful and
delightful portions of the Southwest.
While the fruit crop in the Espanola
Valley Is not as large as in former
years, yet other crops are In fine con
dition. From Espanola wool shipments
are made almost dally over the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad and ?'
Iamb shipments will begin. The first
peaches are coming Into market and
are being skipped to Colorado points
where they command a good market
and good prices. From an agricultural standpoint, no part of the Espanola
Valley looks fairer than the immediate
of Chimita and San
surroundings
Juan. Here too, is the famous flower
garden of Samuel Eldodt, like which
there Is no other in New Mexico. Adjoining the pretty residence of the
of the Territory, it is his
especial pride and the delight of every
visitor to the hosptitahle Eldodt home.
Mr. Eldodt also possesses a very Interesting and large collection of Indian
curiosities and archaeological objects,
which alone are worth many, many
miles of travel to behold. Mr. Eldodt
also conducts an extensive mercantile
establishment and has the confidence
and respect of his neighbors and people generally.
Other Towns Visited By Mr. Knight.
At Plaza Alcalde, Mr. Knight visited the pretty home and store of Ellas
Clark; this is in the center of a very
fertile section and an agreeable spot.
Mv. Clark also coiidrtota- an extensive
mercantile business.'
To Questa and Cerro, Mr. Knight
took the scenic Servilleta Road. In
the depth of the Rio Grande Canon,
at Wamsley's Hot Springs, where the
Arroyo Hondo flows into the Rio Gran
de, a stop was made at the comfortable
hotel of John Dunn. It Is a spot of
magnificent natural .beauty, not to
speak of the healthgiving springs, the
excellent trout fishing and the fine
table set by mine host Dunn.
The
walls of the canon rise to 1,500 and
2,000 feet on both sides and the hotel
site seems almost Inaccessible. The
road, which is kept In splendid condition descends Into the little valley by
four switchbacks..
It is a romantic
and restful summer resort the beauties of which are too little known even
in nearby Santa Fe.
A Beautiful Garden Spot.
Plenty of water flowing to waste,
rich meadows, waving fields of wheat,
fine range and green alfalfa fields
with villages nestled here and there,
meet the eye everywhere from Arroyo
Hondo to Questa, the road also lying
through some tall ' timber. . Questa
perched on a mesa overlooking the
Red River Valley, Is enjoying prosperity. No more beautiful sight can be
Imagined than is found Hooking over the
wheat and alfalfa fields as they stretch
down the Red River Valley. Three
miles north is Cerro, another prosperous and quaint village.
The pearl of Taos County is its
county seat Fernardo de Taos, with
the larger Ranches de Taos, a few
miles away, as well as the historic and
picturesque Pueblo de Taos, an In
habited pyramid, five stories high and
a thousand years old.
Taos is merely awaiting its time
to become one of the Important cities
of the Southwest. It has all the re
sources that make large towns and it
needs merely railroad connections to
forge to the front rapidly. That the
Denver & Rio Grande and the St. Louis
Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railroads
will be there before. 1910 seems a certainty. At it is, the community is ex
ceedingly prosperous and the amount
of business transacted
year in and
year out, if mentioned in dollars and
cents, would astonish even Santa Fe.
The town has thoroughly modern and
well stocked stores. Frank Ellis, a
Santa Fe boy, is the proprietor of a
fine drug store in which is located the
telephone exchange which gives Taos
easy communication with the outside
world. The town would rather have a
telepnone line to Santa Fe but as that
can not be had, Las Vegas and Raton
gain what Santa Fe loses. Wool s''
ments are at their height and last
week, Bond Gusdorf and McCarthy
freighted eight carloads to Servilleta,
for shipment via the Rio Grande Railroad. Randall's flour mill is working
steadily and with modern irrigation
systems, the fertile soil and abundant
water of the Taos Valley would soon
make it the granary of New Mexico,
wheat apparently
doing especially
well. Consider at the same time, that
Taos has a climate almost as delightful as that of Santa Fe, only a few
degrees warmer In summer and a few
degrees cooler In winter, and it will
be readll" ncknowledgf"' that it has a

Cliff

Night Plans for Trip
Dwellings Several New
Members.

GLOS E

to

5

DOUMA

The Archaeological Society met on
Saturday evening in the Ben Hur room
of the Old Palace .to discuss the pro
posed excursion to the Cliff Dwellings
thirty miles west of Santo Fe. The
president, Judge John R. McFle, pre.
sided. The committee on registration
reported that only one person had reg
lstered for the excursion and while
Uhero were five to six more at the
ID
meeting who desired to go, any num.
ber less than twelve was deemed in
sufficient, to make tho excursion a suc
cess at the published rate of J7.60 for Led
by Members of Former
the round trip of three days, as par
not
be
Legislative
ties smaller in number could
taken with the comfort planned, for
of Blood.
less han fa each per day. It was
found that to many business men and
St. Petersburg, July 23. The gov
house wives, a three days' absence
from homo seemed too long for a ernment's midnight coup d'etat in dis
mile excursion and they solving Parliament and appointing a
twenty-fivefwould have preferred a two days' trip. new premier is already having the
eleall
the
discordant
of
fect
uniting
These claimed .that unless one desired
Already it
to make excavations, or was an ar ments of the opposition.
chaeologist deeply Interested, a, very Is clear that resistance is to be made.
good idea of the cliffs and caves could According to the latest advices from
bi gained by one dny's rambling in Vlborg, the members of Parliament
tha Alamo Canon and on the Tsanka-we- who fled to Finland Intend to defy
and Oiowel mesas. By starting their sovereign. They are virtually
early in the morning the Alamo Canon refusing to recommend the decree of
could bo reached shortly after noon. dissolution, a three hours' session in
Leaving tho following noon, would the dining room of a hotel being held
assure a. return late the same evening last night, at which all the formality
and at the same time give an entire of a regular session was observed. The
day for sightseeing. In view of these leaders of all groups seemed animated
circumstances, the society decided to solely by the determination to sink
abandon the excursion plans for the all political differences and present
The committee Which had a solid front against the nation and
present.
very ably made all preparations for government in the present crisis. Only
the excursion to the smallest detail as- about 200 members were present, howsuring absolute comfort at a surpris- ever.
Solingly low price was discharged with Members May Be Captured By
diers.
the thanks of the society, which stands
General fear Is expressed by the
ready, however, at all times, to help
private parties who desire to visit Liberals that the military will sur
the Pajarito Park. It was also decid- round and capture the members at
ed to make an effort to induce some Vlborg, on the ground that they are
enterprising person to make a busi- of a revolutionary assembly. Ominous
ness of taking parties to the cliff forebodings of the coming storm are
dwellings, providing for them every apparent on every hand. The patrols
reasonable comfort. A five day ex- are being reinforced, excited groups
cursion to Include a visit to the are seen discussing the situation on
the corners, and occasionally genPainted Cave and Stone Lions of
was also discussed but only ten- darmes with drawn swords, pass, es
s
tatively, as the hardships of such a corting a little band of arrested
to
The
railroads
prison.
leading
over
the steep trails of the
trip
country make It unsuitable for a out of the city have been placed unmixed party and prevent the taking der martial law. With the regular gar
of wagons with tents and supplies, rison there are now more than 60,000
which have to be carried by burros troops massed in the city. Proclamaat a slow pace and with much discom- tions prohibiting meetings, public or
fort After all, the cliff dwellings and private, the raising of flags and sing
oaves of the Frijole region are well ex- ing in the streets, and ordering all to
emplified by those of the Tsankawee aid the police in maintaining order,
and Otowel, and the Stone Lions and have been posted throughout the city.
Painted Cave, while of interest to The newspapers are being censored.
Trouble Starts In Interior Country. V
archaeologists, are not of near as
The countries of the interior report '
to
interest
the
tourist
end
great
lay
man as the more ancient cave and cliff that the fermentation in the cities has
and cummunal dwellings, the stone Hons already begun. There is a renewal of
being much mutilated and not to be the strikes in Poland and in the
compared in beauty or in size with south and rioting Is reported from
some of the monuments of ancient or Kharkotf. From every direction come
of modern times. The following fig reports that an era of repression has
ures were quoted as to the cost of a been Inaugurated including the confive days' trip to the Frijole region: fiscation of radical newspapers and
Indian pony $1 per day, Indian guide the wholesale arrests of political and
$1 per day;
railroad fare to iron revolutionary suspects. There is every
bridge and return $2; tents 60 cents Indication that the most serious outa day, a pack burro 25 cents a day; breaks will occur In the cities of
feed for animals 25 cents a day; pro- southern Russia and that the rising
visions 50 cents a day. In addition of the peasants will begin in the Volga
blankets, cooking utensils and a region and In the famine stricken cenchange of clothing would have to be tral provinces.
Last Hours of Parliament.
carried. In other words an individual
Vlborg, July 23, 2:30 p. m.
The
can make the trip for $20, if he Is
Governor of Vlborg has just arrived
willing to forego some comforts and Is
accustomed to steep, and at points al- and announced that he had been ordermost Impassable, trails. The same ed by the Governor General of Finland
to
figures In proportion, $10 for two days the immediately close the meeting of
members of parliament and use
and $13.50 for three days, apply to
military force If necessary to disperse
trips to the Alamo Canon or to the them, A
proclamation had been adSanta Clara region by Individuals, two
to three days being sufficient for that opted by the members of parliament
containing a protest against the illegal
trip, and good 'wagon roads making dissolution of Parliament
and an apboth regions accessible. Of course,
peal to the people to refuse to pay
the larger the party that goes, the taxes or
recruit an army or recognize
cheaper, in proportion, the cost of the the issue of a government loan. The
These
trip,
figures are given, as the address amounts to an appeal to the
question: "What does it cost?" Is nation to seize that liberty which the
generally the first that is asked by government has denied. The manitourists who contemplate visiting the festo was not adopted without a strugPajarito Park. The Indian ponies and gle, a strong faction having strlved to
guides can be secured at the pueblo check the impetuosity of the radicals.
of San Hdefonso.
The radicals insist that the members
Before adjourning, the society ad- of Parliament should place themselves
mitted three new members. Mrs. at the head of a revolution and If
George W. Armijo, and the Misses necessary should die In the sight of
Manderfield.
the people.
Adjourned in the Face of Bayonets.
At the last moment the ConstituROSWELL PEARS
tional Democrats under the Influence
inTO CHICAGO of the threat of martial law swung adto line with the radicals and the
First Carload Shipped Last Wee- k- dress to the country was adopted with
The Poles will
practical unanimity.
Brought Two Thousand
adopt a separate statement. The forDollars.
mer members of Parliament then adrealizing the hopelessness of
journed,
A news dispatch from Roswell says
disthat a car load of pears from the refusing to recognize the edict of
Parker Earle orchard shipped from solution In the fact of the bayonets
that town to Chicago Friday last, of the government.
Blew Up Sewing Machine Plants.
marked a new era in the fruit indus
Berlin, July 23. The Vossiche Zeltry of New Mexico. The raising of
disa
afternoon
this
published
pears, here Is a new industry and tung
Siletho- -' shipped were of the finest quail-tyr-- t patch from Kattowitz, Prussian
was the first full car of pears sia, saying that the Singer Sewing
that has ever been sent out from New Machine factories at Sosr.owlce and
bombs at
Mexico.
There were 2,000' boxes and Bendzln were blown up by
about the same hour "today. At
they were sold for $2,000.
six persons were severely
and at Bendzln four.
wounded
Our "Want" Column Is popular.
Another Massacre of Jews Planned.
London, July 23. Israel Zangwill,
great future before It. A number of
new store buildings have been recent- president of the Jewish territorial ora telegram
ly erected that would be a credit to ganization, has received
any modern city. The United States from Russia to the effect that the
Bank and Trust Company of this city country Is on the eve of a new massais ready to do business and Its finan cre of Jews which has been fixed
cial success Is already assured, The for July 28th, the anniversary of Rusbank has been .located in a building sia's conversion to Christianity.
on the main Plaza owned by Dr. T. Rioting Follows News of Dissolution.
P. Martin, well known In Santa Fe.
Kharkoff, July 23. News of the
Work has been resumed In the nearby dissolution of Parliament has been
Twining mining district and in miner- followed by much rioting here. Twenal as well as in agricultural wealth, ty persons were killed and wounded
Taos County Is destined to be one of m an effort to recapture forty promithe banner counties of New Mexico In nent politicians who had been thrown
the not far distant future.
Into prison and who were rescued.

Parliament Dissolves After Issuing a
Proclamation.
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BOARD OF TRADE
WHAT
LIBRARY.
The Woman's Board of Trade of Their Unceasing

DO.

iTHE WOMAN'S

t
Work

Kerps
Strong and Healthy.

:

Us

this city has adopted plans for the
an
new
public library to bo erected at
MAX, FROST, Editor.
All tha blood In the body passes
earlv date on the lot facing Washing
ton Avenue donated to It for that through the kidneys once every three
The kidneys filter the
:iMi Legislative As minutes.
iw
F.ntereJ an Second Class Matter at (he Swnia Po Postofilee.
months blood.
They work night and day.
sembly. It. seems that several
a,nd promi- When healthy they remove about 500
4.1)0 ago, Governor
KATES OF SUBSCRIPTION. .. 'Daily, six months, by mail...
2.00 nent citizens interested themselves to grains of impure matter dally; when
$ ,25, Dally, three months.,
Daily, per week, by carrier
by mall.
of a unhealthy, some part of this Impure
1.00 Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier
bring the matter of the erection
loo! Carnegie library lu this city to the matter is left In the blood. This
75 Weekly, six month
Daily, per month, by mall
Weekly, per quarter
Pally, one year, by mall
attention of Andrew uarmesie. roi brings on many diseases and sym"" Isotiie
reason and up to date nothing ptomspain in the back, headache,
The New Mexican la the oldest ne wspaper in New Mexico. It. is sent to has been heard lu return. Ihe time nervousness, hot, dry skin, rheumadisorder of the eye'""rca and growing circulation
every poatofflce In the Territor, md baa
during which the Woman's Board of tism, gout, gravel,
Southwest.
among the intelligent and progressive poopie oi
Trade has the privilege to commence sight and hearing, dizziness, Irregular
const ruction of the library building, heart, debility, drowsiness, dropsy,
if you
In order to secure permanent title to deposits in the urine, etc.; but
no
the tot, will expire January next. keep the filters right you will have
Therefore, the board after duo con-s- i trouble with your kidneys.
Locarlo Lopez, of Alto St.,
has
deration and full deliberation
a man has had attacks of backis
there
conclusion
that,
ito
come
the
so
no time to bo lost and active work on ache for Jen years, some of them
ALL
PLAN
PAYS.
ADVERTISING
SECRETARY SHAW'S
, MODERN
construciWon of the building will violent that he could not walk, could
lie
Tills is an advertising age and the
RIGHT.
It lis more than not. sleep at night and could not even
at, once.
merchant who does not advertise is
Wall Strew .and bond brokers and
lie comfortably down on account of his
for he
contract
ahe
bound to fall behind in the race for trusc magnates are jumping on Sec probable that
will be lot during this week back for at least 5 years of that period,
business. This Is the same way wlriij rctnry of the Treasury Shaw In con- what chronand that the foundation will be com- he knowR something nbotit
a community that hns something to noolton with the
Secretary's action in
is ic backache really is. As might r
contract
tha
as
as
sural
menced
advertise, as for instance this city, its placing upon the market, thirty milwhen my kidneys were not
health giving, health restoring and lions of dollars of United Stages bonds awarded and bond for Its faithful per- expected
their functions properly,
performing
Is
furnished.
climate, its magnificent bearing 3 per cent, interest, t'he pro- formance
superior
with kidney secretions existed
Money for this purpose must bo a trouble
scenic attractions and its valuable and ceeds to bo used towards defraying
at night.
observable
prime consideration with the noble particularly
interesting historical and archaeologithe expenses of the building of ithe women
and
persistently
j
consistently
this
task.
undertaken
who
tare
cal objects. Advertising as it is now
Panama Canal. Several of the finantiled remedies guaranteed to cure kid- practiced, especially In the large cities cial papers in New York and other There Is considerable yet due ithe
went, to Ire- nf the country and in fact, in every
hoard on various subscriptions here ney complaint, before I
centers owned by the
eastern
money
Doan's
for
Kidney
for the purpose of aiding and's Pharmacy
town where there are live,
the tofore made
sue-- ,
I met with Indifferent
have censured
These must bo paid nt Pills, but
and progressive merchants and busi- money Interests,
the
project.
t
the matter,
in
direct- severely
very
Secretary
Is
ness men,
practically a new thing,
by those who have subscribed
tho poo-- ' nice
UU Illy
W mi",
, Ko n trail.. Ma fct.. .I.ltn 1MB.
null HI
(.,
hut is growing apace at a great rate. The people, the plain people,
,
the
make
who
all
up
afler
of time the backache and trouble
i..m'
space
The business people of the smaller p!e
,,
,ii.i,
sums
ol
n...
II
of
money
It) jV
lilt
ceiiHeu.
tire with the Secretary. The
towns In the country are also going
wMI
scm be necessary. The board, wlin Kidney hi-secretions
oil rlp!nr3
Cli
Star puts 'the sit uo-- ion fcry
Prlrp 50
c.lr,
into advertising in a heretofore unsubscribers
all
calls
therefore
upon
It
when
Ituffalo
Co
nd
very
correctly
S
CPU
plausibly
t
DMt.ltln.iI,.
iii.nn.ni
...... no
precedented manner. This help) them,
......ir tin!.r
e " In
b n,wt
,K,,0 i,,,..,rf
New York, sole agents for the united
helps their chances, helps the news- says that Secretary Shaw
u
uiku
u.is
hiti;is't:i ijn iriis.
uiir.v
i;ne
States.
t
papers and Indeed helps everybody h' is for the Panama. Canal loan of siiHlcicnl 'money to siait and must
Remember the name Poan's-a- nd
concerned, including (lie consumers thirty million dollars, 'tinKl ho has1
more
lime
as
and
get
progresses
and purchasers who will know then a'iopted two shrewd measures for mak-- l In order to nisi he a
take no other
tho
of
buccpss
whore to go and buy the best in the inn the bonds sell well, lie has called'
The building will cost,
undertaking.
A "want nd" in the New Mexican
market, at the lowest possible rate. on national banks having government1 n brnn;
fij.000 and of this amount, about
sure results.
secured by miscellaneous
brings
The merclinnts of El Paso arc great
s
Is lu sight.
The project
advertisers as is demonstrated by the bends ,o return Ifoo deposits or put Is s.) laudable ilwit every public splr-tOVER THE FOOT OOARD.
advertising columns of the three daily up government bends as security. He, I ciiii.en of this iowii, be he a
After using Dr. Lnuriizen's Heal'h
papers published there, and naturally bos alio offered to permit any na- property owner or not, should aid the
Tr.ltln Mult fni- n fr.iv WfckR. W,1I Will
the business of the town, its wealth tional bank subscribing for 'the new hoard in every
possible way towards awahe'in the
of (he the
as well as its population are increas- bonds to retain
morning with o feeling
speedy ccnsummatirTi of this obing steadily.
Albuquerque Is also a amount of tho purchase money as a ject, that. Santa Fe may ha to a per- - hat, will almoKt Induce you to Jump
fine advertising place and its mergovernment. doosit. As a result of; m.'linen-t- anil, crerlltnhlo Hlmin- - ImtMlnvi over the foot hoard with delight, if
chants are not. falling behind. They these measures the prices of existing;
(ones up the entire system.
,,
pl)Uc llhrarv
CO.
H. S. ICAUNE
are getting a full share, if not more government bonds have advanced,
.
Phone 26.
than a full share of the trade of New ihoiigh usually a new issue causes aj WINSTON
CHUCHILL InToLITICS
Mexico and eastern Arizona.
Their fall In prices. Some bond brokers; Winston
CITY BOTTLING WOIIK9, Phone 8
Churchill, the novelist. Is
letof
liberal
their
and
ways
energy
are complaining and declaring lint the, a candidate for Governor of New
ting the people know what they have Secretary has resorted to a "smart Hampshire upon tl ie Ronubii can. ticket
The New Mexican alms to please
tor sale and how they will sell it, are rricK, tin Becoming oi a
1Be
TOrarau"u'- - "
elempnl m
government
this
fall's
He
Is
campaign.
making;
among the chief reasons for the con- official. But the result, will he that: Ms fieht dlrnrt.1v
is always nngni ann n is iiiwiiya
tha
mint
stant growth of the Duke City in a the government will secure
several; and Maine Railroad, a corporation
commercial line. Las Vegas Isalso do- hundred thousand dollars more
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
for; which, It, is said, absolutely controls
well
In
that direction. It the bonds than If they had been offered,
ing very
the New England States, and whose We print the news the day It haplias many progressive and
without, I'Hy extra
inducement for; rule, the people there, according to pens.
merchants who helieve in advertising their
and, really, it, is difll-- ; Mr. Churchill are finding very
piin
and who are acting on their beliefs.
to understand why a government some and hard. The gubernatorial
The trade of the Meadow City is not official
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
should he criticised for mnk-- j eandidaiie is a young man, very
it
but
To
Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
increasing, although
decreasing
has strong rivals to the north and to ing the best, sale possible for hisj enthusiastic and very energetic. He '
June 1st to Sepiember 301 h the
employers. It is a much bolter prac-- i making a fight, that is attracting the
the south.
Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
than to arrange the 'disposition Mention of the people of the state and
much
be
can
not
said
jand return at. the rale of $22.50: Colo
Unfortunately,
of a bond issue so that a Utile coterie; is drawing many Republicans to him.
rado Springs, $isi.fr: Pueblo, $1 i.Bn.
in the advertising line to the credit
of favored hawkers c&n get a. "rake-jlt'hsucceeds in capturing the noml-ofi- "
Tickets on sale daily and are good for
of Santa Fe. Perhaps Its merchants
nation and securing the election Mr.
from the transaction.
return passage until October 21st.
'
and business men will awaken to the
Tlfli the action of the Secretory Churchill may be depended upon, in
H. S. LUTZ. Agent,
fact that they have not done sufficient
a
of
reasonable
become
to
length
time,
about
results
for
brought,
the
good
Santa Fe, N. M,
advertising in the past. Here is hopin
national
loading
figure
.is
shown by the fact thatia
politics.
ing that they may do so in the near government
TO CLOUDCROFT.
future. The New Mexican is daily at the bids for the purchase of the bonds
The Las Vegas Optic in the snme A
Resort In Our Own Terri8ummer
work informing the people of the en- referred to were opened last Friday issue
that it advises wool growers to
tire country and especially those of n the National Capital and that the SP" tMr wo1 to '"'
tory.
m'lce
at
New Mexico of the great natural re- entire sum was over subscribed three
Commencing dune 1st, good for rean
Associated
Press
offered,
published
sources of this city, Its remarkable to four times at ft rate of from 103 to
turn September 2!Uh, IflOfi, the Santa
dispatch that the Boston market was Fe Central
climate and its many riches from 105.
Hallway, In connection
not only firm but that wool quotations
with the F.. P. & S. W. Railway will
an historical and archaeological as well
it.
are rising. Friday,
read the New
rate
as a social standpoint. New Mexico GOVERNOR
TO Mexican a lecture for advising wool sell round trip tickets at the low
FOLK'S ADVICE
as a whole Is receiving a full share of
For advertising matter de MERCHANTS.
to Insist upon getting a fair of $14.f.5.i
growers
call on or a
this advertising in every issue and
Governor Folk, of Missouri, Is doing; figure for their wool. The New Mexi- - script ve of C'lotidcrolt,
hundreds of copies monthly are sent
dress S. B. Hrimshaw, Oewra'. Pas toin
lean
to
can's
the
right, thing
get
sympathies, naturally,
endeavoring
out. free to people asking for Informathe support of the newspapers of his wards tho wool grower rather than to senger Agent.
tion concerning this commonwealth,
fitate. The Governor evidently knows the wool broker and the Boston manthis county and this city. This bread
or two when It comes to ipulators of the wool market. The
has been and Is being thrown upon a Ihing
In a recent Optic's sympathies are the other way
the waters by this paper and It may politics and newspapers.
SEASIDE EXCURSIONS
It seems, but, it should also have the
Assocla-(i'.oto
Merchants'
a
Retail
season.
in
back
due
tome
its Associated
Commencing May 1st and until Sepa wool buyers revise
In Missouri, in answer to
SOth the Santa Fe will sell tickCommenting upon the phase of
that the mall order stores; t'ress oispnicnes as iney no us eunor-o- f tember
modern advertising, the Salt. Lake complaint
ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
column.
were
cities
the
great
greatly
Tribune hits the nail on the head In
Saturday to Los Angoles and San Dijurjiig the retail trade of merchants,;
a very timely and Interesting editorial
- ego from Santa Fe at the rate of $42.90
Reof
the
W. S. St urges, member
which is called to the attention of the he said;
for tho round trip. Return limit of
"No .member can succeed without publican National Committee from
r
businss men of the Territory in genticket November 201h, 190C.
be
the
Republican
In
may
one
Arizona,
or
way
.another.;
eral and of those of the Capital City advertising
allowed In California. For particulars
COth
to
the
wee
Congress,
for
Delegate
your town papers, build
in particular. The Tribune says:
call on agents of the Santa Fe.
them up and they will build the town If statehood docs not carry he will
H. 3. LUT2, Agent,
"Among the many marvels of this
to the present Dolebe
Santa Fe, N. M. '
marvelous age, there is none more up and build you up Increased trade' Mkely Markopposed
who
A.
of
Smith
Tucson,
and
gaie
opportunities."
greater
characteristic
more
none
and
striking
Tho merchants, not only In Missouri, was elected as a Democrat, Novemthan this art of advertising as developbut
throughout the west and especially ber. 1304, by 872 votes majority over
much
We talk
ed in modern times.
In
Mexico
New
towns and Cities, B. A. Fowler, Republican. Mr. Stur-goabout the wonders of the telephone
Is an exceptionally strong man
and the phonograph, about the aston- should heed this advice of Govenior
is mighty good and if fol- an.rl should statehood he defeated it
Folk.
It
tele
and
railroads
of
ishing expansion
will benefit them, benefit the Ir.oks very much as If he would give
graphy. but here ,we have an industry lowed
benefit the people gener-- ; ihe noble Marcus Aurellus Smith the
as
and
newspapers,
as remarkable for its extension
wide and varied in its applications as ally and In fact benefit, all around. race of his life and defeat him.
LOCAL TIME TABLE.
anything of man's device in any era The mall order stores In Chicago, St.:
Arrive,
Tho Farmington Enterprise
of the world's history. When there Is Louis and other great places do noth-- i
gives
No. 721
12:01 p m.
rough t. into consideration the vast. Ing for the upbuilding and advance-- j food news concerning the fruit crop
6:15 p.m.
ment of, for instance, any of itihe towns n San Juan county. The paper says: No. 721,
. mount of money expended In adver9:40 p.m.
"Present prospects are for a large No. 725
tising in our day, the novel and In- in New .Mexico. On the other hand, If
Depart.
genious methods employed, and the Ihe retail merchants would keep the fruit, crop, notwithstanding the dam- 1,10 grasshoppers.
In No. 720
expert skill and artistic talent en- right kind of stocks, make reasonable ttSe rtone
,....,...9:00 a. m.
,
4:20 p. m.
gaged in the business, one may begin prices and do persistent adventlsrine. m l,laces they have destroyed No. 722
to realize what a wide field has been they would certainiv break iin thelnll'ch, but on the whole it will not No. 724
7:30 p. m.
No. 722 connect wi h No. 1 west.
opened here for some of the highest, business of these mail order stores and lftrsely nffect the output."
The fruit crop of that county is
No. 724 connects with No. 7 wett
and most useful forms of human en- Increase their own to a
extent.
great
is sold
and If Governor Folk
With all its abuses
No. 1 stops at all stations.
deavor.
on giving such steadily on the increase and
keeps
No. 7 will stop at all itatlong, Lamy
they are not a few it remains true good advice to people, the newspapers for very fair prices in eastern markets. It is shipped in carload lots. to Alhuqueraue to discharge passenthat advertising is one of the greatest must, perforce, be very
friendly to Score another one for arid New Mexiof popular educators, and one of the him.
gers from Santa Fe.
co.
chief promoters of human happiness
H. S. LUTZ, Agent
And there are ye;t
and prosperity.
Ticket Office, Craton Blk., east
City
TOO
MUCH SENSATIONAL TRUCK.
many ways in which it may be exn,,,
,t .TOl.itlnn in Mexico atrln Pin 73 s;i.. n Pa
loo mucn sensational truck is being
tended to the still greater benefit of
taken by people of this
t0
olIg.ht
sent out to eastern papers
the world."
regarding country with many grains of allowNEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
me
recent
seismic disturbances
in ance. President Diaz has a firm hand
"No good reason exists, why the
Herewith are some bargains offered
the
Rio
Grande Valley in the vicinity
church, the Sunday schools, the mison affairs In the sister republic and by the New Mexican Printing Com
of Socorro and in Socorro
County. be knows exactly what to do should pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
sionary societies, and other agencies
of good should not advertise far more Nothing of a serious character
has occasion arise. The more railroads Territory of New
Mexico, 1897, sheep
than they do, and thus add to tlheir happened, no lives have been sacrificare building, and the more eff- bound $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
they
no
ed,
In
the
personal injuries have taken icient
membership and their power
the Mexican army, the smaller Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
community. To set their advantages, place and the property damages will tho chances for successful pronmvoia-monto- Pleadings, $6; iho two for y); Adaptto
amount
The
Insignificant sums.
alms, and benefits before the public in
The day for these lis gone. ed to New Mexico Code, Ijjws of New
a proper way and form would Involve stories heretofore sent, out are bound
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
The Mexican Republic is all right.
no loss of dignity or prestige, while it to prove a detriment to the section
leather, $2: 1906 English and Spanish
visited
shocks
by
earthquake
widen
their
would almost centainly
recently
for the Tound trip, $16.90, tickets good
In
ConThird
the
of
The
to
and
in
the
particular,
Republicans
Territory
influence. The time must come, too,
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25: full
when the absurd code which prohibits general. It is a bad state of affairs gressional District of Missouri, have
as
and
be cured, must endorsed U. S. Senator Warner from Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $.1.50;
it
cannot
which,
other
and
professional
physicians
Sheriff's
Flexible
Cover
Pocket
classes from advertising themselves be endured. Unfortunately several of that state as the Republican candidate
two
or
single, $1.25:
must be abolished. There is nothing the New Mexico towns are afflicted for the Presidency in 1908. , Senator Docket,
more books, $1 each; Now Mexico Subut a sentiment to prevent it, and a with too many Irresponsible scribblers Warner is a very good man, hut neithpreme Court Reports, Nos. S to 10, invery weak sentiment at that. It and men who have more time than er the Republican nor the Democratic
delivered at publisher's price,
hou!d be no more Improper for a money or honesty, which they devote party will come south for the Presi- clusive,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
to knocking the towns they live in dential candidates in 1908.
to
seek
or
a
patients
lawyer
physician
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
or clients through the medium of print and to assailing and slandering the
5Cc; Money's Digest of New Mexico
insurance best citizenship of the Territory.
than It Is for teachers,
"The New Mexico earthquake caused Reports, full
$6.50, delivered;
men, real estate dealers, or the mem'a duill, sickening sensation,' according full list schoolsheep,
blanks.
bers of any other honorable trade or
A Montana stock grower has been to the Albuquerque reporter of the
calling."
fined $500 and sentenced .to the Associated Press. Fortunately, howIf you have anything to sell, rent or
hours for ever, there was no thud." Topeka
county Jail for twenty-fou- r
exchange use the "Want," columns of
Maxim Gourky reminds one a good illegal fencing of a tract of public State Capital.
the New Mexican.
New Mexico
The Albuquerque reporter for the
deal of the Albuquerque Fakir Journal. domain in that state.
overdid the thud
ITe has Just written an article strongly stock growers will do well to heed! Associated Press
A "want ad" in the New Mexican
this litem.
business, that's ail.
brings sure results.
criticising American morals.
THE
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MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
PA.
Company.

Rational Surety Co,, of flew York
Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates.
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies,

Palace Avenue
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THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

On of the Best Hotels in the West
CuiafcK and Tabic Senriot Unexcelled

Uft Sunffe Rocou foe CoauMfdal
IvACOME & GABX,E,
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American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Evety Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Pre us the Button we do the rest.

Coi onado Hotel
Thfi Beat 50c Rooms in tho Southwest.
Ifcstanrant io Connection.
Short Orders Served Night, and Dny.
Rpgnliir 'Meals, 25c.
Serves First Class Spanish Dishes.
Everything in Season.
222 San Frtm-iscSouth Side Plaza.
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The boy pegged tiara, anu us mere
was nothing eke to be done he was
given permission to try his band. He
sent for some butter and fashioned it
Into a crouching Hon.
It was placed
upon the luble, nud soon after the
prluces. the merchants and the art
critics were ushered Into the dining
room. The chief cook wore a uielancboly look, keeping his eye fixed on
what he considered a blemish to an
other wise splendid table. The guests
ranged themselves around the table
and took seats.
The cook saw one of the art critics
looking fixedly at the butter lion, aud
the poor man Inwardly cursed the mo-ment that be had consented to use the
scullion's work. Then he noticed that
the art ciillc said something to the
man sitting next to blm, and they both
looked at the lion. The chief cook's
knees trembled beueath him. Surely
his master would discharge him for
putting this fierce looking creature
that was made nf such soft material
before these fcreat men. He had hoped
they would not especially notice It,
and already two of Ihem were looking
at it and talklug about It. But when
several oilier groups laid down their
spoons, neglecting the soup that had
cost the chef so much pains and began
to stare at the centerpiece he was In
despair.
"Slgnor Falievo," said the man who
had first noticed the lion, "we are not
surprised at your munificence In grac-- I
ing your table with a work of genius,
but we are at a loss to know how you
obtained the services of one who .should
consent to place the expression of bis
genius In so perUhahle a substance as
butter."
The host looked at the lion, then in-qulrlngly ut the chief cook. The latter
had become so confused over the out-- i
come of his substitution of a few
pounds of butter for a splendid caudy
centerpiece that he did not hear or did
not understand what the guest had
said. He broke down and confessed
his culpable folly.
"Slgnor," he said tremulously, "par-- i
don my iniquity. Just before the din-- j
ner was ready the confectioner sent
word that be had spoiled the splendid
candy centerpiece I had ordered and
which would have been In every way
worthy of your noble guests, When 1.
was lu great distress at this mishap
Antonio, the sculliou, came to me and
offered to make something to fill its
place. In an evil hour I llsteued to
him. If you and your noble guests will
forgive me I will remove the blemish."
For a moment there was a hush of
astonishment about the table; then the
guest that had spoken, an eminent art
critic, said to the chief cook
"Do you mean to tell me that the
lion was fashioned by a scullion and
shortly before dinner?"
"Yes, slgnor. He begged so hard"
"Signors," said the critic, "one of the
world's greatest geniuses hag been
born!"
"The boy, the boy! Let us see the
boy!" cried the guests.
"Send blm In," said the host to the
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distinguished people to dluner. There
were to be princes, nobles and merchants of Venice aud, more Important
than all, a number of art critics. I say
"more important than all" because
that wus an age wheu the line arts
flourished and a man who could judge
of a painting or a statue was looked up
to more than one possessing birth or
wealth. At any rate, these men were
of more Intrinsic worth than all the
rest at this dinner of the Venetlau.
But what was amiss In the kitchen?
A confectioner who bad been charged
with making a large candy ornament
to decorate the table had sent word
that It bad been spoiled and there was
no time to make another. The chief
cook stormed and tore his hair. Perfection was his aim, and what would
all the delicacies be had prepared avail
without the georgeous centerpiece?
A boy who served as sculliou ad- vaneea ana said in a timia voice:
"if you will let me, 1 think I can
make you something that will do in
Daoe 0( y,e confectionery piece."
-you, Antouio? What do you know
Bbolt fagnl(maWe tLlugH
"I have worked lu the yard of my
grandfather, Plsano, the stonecutter."
Nonsense; A stonecutter knows

says-"Whe-

coun-i.ry-

B

Original
There was trouble ou the miud of the
chief cook of Signer Pallero, a wealthy
Venetian gentleman IJviug In France.
Slgnor Fallene had Invited a number of
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Modern Scientific Methods for Treatment of Disease.
TENT

THE

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

and other patients. For further particulars address,
JDR. J. II. SI.OAN, Medical Director, SANTA

Fresh Flowers All tha Time.

FE,

N, M.

Fresh Fruits In Season.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden.

:

8an Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Cut Flowers s Specialty, Wedding Bouquets, Decorations,
Floral Designs. .Telephone No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

Undertakers acd

ished boy.

Then the critic, rising, held forth bis
wineglass and said;
"Antonio Canova, I drink to an artist. Gentlemen, drink with me to Antonio Canova. May his genius grow
constantly brighter."
The guests rose and drank the toast,
while the astonished boy stared at
them as if be had suddenly come under
the influence of enchantment. Then his
host told him that bis scullion work
was ended. He had resolved to be responsible for the boy's education.
The promise was kept. The works
afterward achieved by the great sculptor are curious not only for their Intrinsic value, but that they came from
inch a small beginning. It is a remarkable fact that the beautiful marble "Cupid and Psyche," the delight of
all civilized mankind, should have been
produced by one who was once a scullion.
F. TOWNSEND SMITH.

Eobalmers
ALL KINDS

Or PICTURE

FRAMING.

Dtfdtow'i Office BffiMtaf.
Day Ttltpoat 35.

THE
ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

A uto mobile

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
The short line between Santa V.,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
We will Albuquerque and all points of Central
merchants; good anywhere.sell them at five cents in book form, and Western New Mexico and Roswell Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
but will give a discount on quantities. ind the Pecos
Valley, saving passen- m. Tills is the schedule time allowed
gers and mills at least 24 hours in for carrying the mall, but under favorThe New Mexican Printing Company time in making these points; also con- able conditions, the trip Is made la
is prepared to furnish cards de vlslte necting at Torrance With the Rock Is- about half the time. Grips and hand
for ladles or gentlemen on short no- land system for all points east and sachels carried, hut cntinnt handle
tice, in first class style at reasonable
trunks at present.
et. .
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing Com'
J, W. STOCKARD, Manager, Roswell, New Mexic
'
pany and leave your orders.

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

'

I

J

& MQNTENIE

DUDROW

The mystified servant retired nnd lu
a few minutes returned, bringing with
blm the sculliou.
"Signors," said the host, "this is
Boy, what's your name?"
"Antonio Canova," said the aston-

h

COTTAGES FOR

PerDiet and treatment, as approved by lending medical authorities.
sonal study and attention given each case. Separate hospital for fever

cook.
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FIRST PHONAL

BANKf
J

OF SANTA FE.

Tht oldest banking Institution

In New Mtxlco. Established In 1170.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUQHN, Cash lor.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice Pretldent.
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,

AMlttant

THHtt

WILL A.5D

POLITICAL POINTERS.

THE

PAGE

Opinions on Campaign Subjects of Interest to the Dear People.
Love's Labor Lost.
That effort to make it appear that
a tremendous row is brewing In the
Republican organization of Socorro
County Is a plain case of love's labor
lost. Socorro Chieftain.

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.

The

A.

T. & S. F. Railroad Company will sink fourteen deep wells

at Willard and pump

The

as far eaRt as the Rock Tsland.

com-

for forty acres more.

pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjoining the town site and is negotiating

Cashier.

water

New Mexico

Surplus and Undlvl

Capital 91M,KM.

ld

Profits

tl,m.

Transacts a general banking buelneaa In all Ite branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral sscurlty. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphlo tranefera of money to all parte of the civilized
world on as liberal terme as are given by any
agency, public or private. Intereet e'lowed on time depoelts at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a elx month' or year's term.
Liberal advancee made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank execute all orders of Ite patrons In the banking line, and
alms to sxtend to them ae liberal treatment In all respects, as Is
with safety and the principle of sound banking. Safety Deposit boxes for rei.t. The patronage of the public Is respectfully soI Id ted.
S

Judiciary for Statehood.
The New Mexico Judiciary, all that
have been heard from up to date, aire
In favor of statehood with
Arizona.
We notice interviews in itihe Albuquer
que Citizen with both Judge McFle
and Chief Justice Mills in which they
both come out strongly for statehood.
Tucumcari Times.

A WORD TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT
Willard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance. Better come now.

The town site Is owned by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY,

g

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE

$

KOSWgl.t,. N8W MUX ICO.

$

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, nil graduates of Standard Rastnru

A Hog Killing Time.
What with schisms in both Doliifcloal
parties over the statehood question
seismic convulsions shaking the earth
and a red hot political campaign to
stir up things generally, the people
of New Mexico are liable to tare a
regular hog killing time some of these
White Oaks Outlook.
days.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Willard, baa charge of the sale of lots In the absence of Mr. Corbett.

Statehood is Not a Party Measure.
Statehood Is not a party measure,
the forming of a state from Arizona
and New Mexico will not bo a boost
for cither party separately, it will be
a progressive move, regardless of party
lines. It is a fact that some of
tihe political leaders In both territories and in both, parties are making
capital out of the situation; 'they would
not be politicians, if they did not.
However, their argument on the situation are misleading. The Arizona
Democrats say that the territorial
Democracy should light jointure because of the large Republican majority of New Mexico, on the otiher hand
the New Mexico Democrats say that
jointure is the thing because united
with the Arizona Democracy they
would be in the majority. Now comes
the Republicans of both territories
with the theory that united, the State
of Arizona would be solidly Republican. That kind of argument is poor
stuff to Influence a matter llko the
joint statehood question, making political basil of it before the people
have had time to look into the economic results that will follow
the
adoption of the constitution. McKin-IcCounty Republican.

In Three Months More
In three months more the people ot
New Mexico and Arizona, will be out
in full force to express their sentiment
on the statehood question Every man
who is In favor of
u HI
vote for the state of Arizona. To vote
against it will be a mistake which will

always be regretted.

Las Cnices

Citi-

zen.

New buildings, .all furnishings And equipments modern and com-

Cnliegsa.
plete; itnam-heato-

baths, waterworks, all conveniences.
Session la
8250 per session.

oloetrlc-llghte-

TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY,

terms of thirteen weeks each.
I" a noted health resort, S,70U feet above iealevel;
Sunshine everydayirnm .September to June.
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. Jf Reed, VV. M. Atkinson, W. A.
Flnlay and E. A. Cahoon
COL J. W. WILLSON, Supi
For particular! addrest
.taree

R08WBIX

0J0 CALIEJJTE
These Celebiated Hot Springs are
located In the midst ol the Ancient
miles west
?llff Dwellers, twenty-fivof Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, an about twelve miles from
Station on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
dally line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,00ft cet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. The:e la now a commodious
botel for ths convenience of Invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,181.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
world. The efficacy of
Bprlngi In
e

Bar-anc- a

HOT SPRINGS.
waters has been thoroughly testse
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
In the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kid'
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula. Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.60 per day; fit
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver
and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This recort is attractive at all seasons and Is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
m. the same
reach Ojo Callente at I
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40 For further
particulars, address

The Only Way to Get it.
The only way to get statehood is to
vote for jointure this fa.ll.
Do not let the reports from Arizona
discourage you if you are for joint
statehood. The
in Arizona is being carried on relentlessly
but despite that fact, each week sees
new converts to the jointure, state
hood and self government party. Mc
Klnley County Republican.
A

Little Premature.

This statehood rejoicings are so fre
quent these days In Oklahoma and
Indian Territory's big and little towns
that it will be hard to devise anything
new in the way of jubilations. Over
in Arizona and New Mexico the rejoicings are not quite, so demon strabive,
Loves New Mexico Best.
but they are jocund enough to indiman has a right to his opincate that both those territories will ionEvery
so long as It does not conflict with

accept consolidation

and

the the moral or civil
rights of others, or
with the laws of the government in
which he lives. It applies to newspapers the same as individuals. We
Statehood We Must Have.
n.re opposed t)o the union of these two
There is a steadily growing sentiterritories, not that we dislike Arizona,
ment in Arizona for statehood.
It but because we love New Mexico and
seems to be the Copper Queen vs. have
great confidence in her, and beArizona in this fight. The Nogales lieve that her
Is sufficient and
Oasis and a number of other strong her resources ability
to propgreat
enough
and gojournals are
a state government withmanage
erly
ing to show the matter up to the peo- in her present boundaries, and to tack
ple In the proper light. Long may you Arizona to us Is an
injustice. We bewave, gentlemen, statehood we must lieve that
congress would never have
have if it be possible. "One state no
permitted the joint statehood bill to
Ojo Callente. Taos County, N. At. dependency" is the slogan in New pass had it not the assurance that one
Mexico. Tucumcari Times.
or the other of the Territories would
V
oppose it. The East, as it stands toJust Imagination.
day, is opposed to an Increase of westImagine the assistant attorney of a ern representation In congress, and to
big copper company running both the carry out Its purpose of forcing down
Democratic and Republican parties of western representation put New MexiArizona.
Just think of "Dad" Sturges co and Arizona together, saying by
anj Governor Kibbey allowing young the bill that we can only have half
asr bVsji FraMciaw fKre.
Elllngwood, a mere novice In politics, what we are entitled to, and If we
to blow smoke in their eyes, while do not accept that we cannot have
the Copper Company newspapers clap anything. On the question every cititheir tends, but silently laugh in de- zen of these Territories has a right
l!lflil!
rision. Tucson Star. An
to think, act, talk and vote as he
statehood executive committee, made pleases, and no paper in the area of
Rag, Wax, Featehr and Lkiea
itftktU, Bjaakete,
up of members of the executive com- the proposed stat eof Arizona will
Opals, Ttfrqwslsee, Garnets and Other
mittees of the Democratic and Repub- more heartily welcome the will of the
Ult MTTt): Te Have Mm Seat er IverytMng at feat Um.
lican parlies would be the proper ca- people, be it yea or nay, than The
per this year. Make the Apostles herd Stockman, for it respects the will of
alone. Tucson Citizen.
the people when spoiten by the ballot. Colfax County Stockman.
The General Topic in Dona Ana
County.
MANUFACTURER OF
The statehood question in Dona Ana ARIZONA
County nppears to be the general
DEALER IN
topic. At one time the people did not
Mexican Filigree
approve of joint statehood, but now
Watches, Clods. Jewell
have calmed down and become moro
Cochise County.
reasonable. They know now that It.
China.
ani Haul Paistei
Dr. J. C. Norton, of Douglas, who
must be joint statehood or nothing.
in
and has been on the ranges of Cochise
Repair of Plnn Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navahn Rut; and In- They believe
County for the past week, has rebelieve
a
with
that
good
representaWholesale
Retail.
dian (5nnils. Filigree at
and
In
tion
It
a
be
will
Washington,
great turned home. He stated to a repre
Woat Side Plaza. Santa Fe. N. M.
sentative of the Gazette that the stock
on
our
Territorial
govimprovement
ernment which has no representation. and feed in that county are in splen
It is safe to say that Dona Ana did condition. It rained on the ranges
County will roll up a big majority for every day that he was there and while
the state of Arizona. Las Cruces Clti- - the grass was beginning to get scarce
this will have the effect of bringing it
out again fresih and green.
-D- EALER
NCochise
County newspapers are
Martin is Very Mucn Alive.
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
About a.11 the standpat papers In commenting very favorably on the
the Territory are tickling Billy Martin probable candidacy of Colonel W. S
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.
on Ms funny bone for taking this dose Sturges for the Republican nomdna
OUR SPECIALTIE8-0- 1d
Crow, McBrayer
of joint statehood gall and wormwood j tion for Delegate to Congress. With
Oncknhelmer Rye, Taylor and Pax ton, Old
at the behest of the party machine. out exception they have been saying
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
This was done with many protests and. good things of Colonel Sturges' re
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE
Disgrimaces, and after characterizing the cord In Arizona. The Douglas
treatment of New Mexico by Congress patch, the leading Republican, news
as a chain of broken, pledges, and' paper of Cochise County, is especial
tho offer of that $5,000,000 as a bribe; ly pronounced in favor of Colonel
to Induce the people to deprive them- - Sturges and the indications are that
selves of their integrity and the Terri- - he will have the solid delegations
tory of its just representation. There from Pima and CoChlse County in his
hold
is no Haw to prevent even & politician favor when the Republicans
from committing hairl karl in order to their territorial convention.
stand pat with the leaders of Ms1 City Health Officer Dr. Green of
party, as has been abundantly illus- Douglas, stated that he would at once
trated by the sudden conversion of take steps to provide for the Inspec
many leading citizens and newspapers tion of milk offered for sale in Doug
in New Mexico.
WMte Oaks Outlook. las. The only requirement will be
that no cream shall have been removed from the milk before it is ofMexican Domination a Scare-CroThe mossbacks of New MexlcoJ fered for sale and that, no waiter shall
AND THE NORTH AND EAST
might as well come out of their holes be added.
and face the music. Arizona will prePima County.
sent reasons for opposition to joint
Marshal J. S. Hopley of Tucson has
statehood that must be answered hon- gone to the Dragoons where he will
via TORRANCE
estly, fairly and without evasion. The remain for a week or ten days. He
fear of Mexican domination is real, will be the guest of a ranch friend.
in Arizona at least, and will be magDuring his absence the police departnified as much as possible by un- ment will be without an official'
head.
The
masses
scrupulous politicians.
District Attorney Benton Dick and
in Arizona will not be enlightened by W. C. Zeese of Tucson
have returned
politicians of their own Territory as from a visit to the summer home of
to real conditions m New Mexico, Mayor L. H.
Manning in the Rincons.
'
hence it is up to this Territory to do They left one
A Wide Vestlbuled, Electric Lighted Train
morning for the Rinmissionary work whether the Arizona cons and arrived at the Manning
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
corporations like it or not
Speak- camp in the evening. They state that
ing for the Pecos Valley of New Mexi- during the day time the thermometer
Los
co, the Record can aay honestly that hugs 60 closely and that the water
the "Mexican" vote Is but a minor fac- is nearly Ice cold. They declare that
Also Another Fast Thro' Train Dally.
to In election.
the Rincons are even a more ideal
For the Information of Arizona De- camping place than the Catalinas.
Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding ui
mocrats It might be well to repeat
The annual register of the Univerthat not all the "Mexicans" of this sity of Arizona has been Issued. The
trip cheerfully furnished an application to
Territory vote the Republican ticket, book contains 110 pages and a comV. R. STILES,
J. A. HILDEB1UNT.
and they do not even constitute a mendable feature Is a map of the
party. University campus showing the locamajority of the Republican
General Passenger Agent,
Agent,
a tion of the various buildings. On the
domination"
is
"Mexican
merely
El Paso, Tax." '
.
Roswell Daily Record.
Torrance, N. M.
campus are located the main build- -
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NEWS NOTES

JEWELRY

P. F. HANLEY.

i
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EL PASO,

J

California, Fjexico
AND THE WEST.
Kansas City, St. Lows, Chicago
Most Conveniently Reached
and

EI Paso & Southwestern
Connecting Closely With the Famous
"Golden State Limited"

Angeles, St. Louis and Chicago.

.

'

scare-crow-

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treaeurer.

JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Myr.
WM. R. BERGER, Seoretary.

FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR 8ALE.
One of the best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twenthe mining department the domestic Effective Monday, February 26, 1906. ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
science cottage, the faculty residenNorth Bound Max.
South Bound
,
Santa Fe,
ces and greenhouses.
Frost, Box No.
Stations.
am No a New Mexico.
Funeral services have been held ov- No 1 111!
er the remains of Everitt Holt, aged
Arrl 7,000 no
Lv...antFe...
12, who died recently In Pima County
O'i p
" ,, ..Douaolana..
6,6!S0
1. M
'
38 p
8.00
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
6,400
near...Vrga Hlaupti.
after suffering intense agony for
10
"
25
6,060
i
aftunfldy...
'
w
ly a day aa the result of blood poison6,125
2. (0
Clark....
10
"
3 40
6,310
Btanler....
ing caused by a rattlesnake's bite.
86
"
6,200
.Morlarty ,.
ATTORNEYS
In Pima County the heaviest rain 4.10
" ....Molotovh. .
175
10
12.46
"
n.ue
Ktianoia...
of the summer fell Saturday evening
"
a
6.3ft
6,125
Willard...
,K
MAX. FROST.
and drenched the ground in good 8. til
'
.66 a
6,210
.30 a
"
6,285
at law.
Hlanna,.. .
It was a genuine sample of 7
Attorney
,
shape.
.mi a
6,476
Arr....TorruM..
Santa fe
New Mexico.
an Arizona rain and a number who 8.1ft
were caught out are willing to testify
Connecting at Santa Ke, N. M., with
RICHARD H. HANNA.
that it was also "a wet rain."
the Denver .t Kin Grande Railroad for
at Law.
In
all points
Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Phone 66. Attorneys
USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
Office, Griffin Bit
Montana, Washington, and the Great
The New Mexican Printing Company Northwest.
W. PRICHARD,
has prepared civil and criminal dockConnecting at Torrance for all
ets especiallv for the use of justices
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
State
with
Golden
east
west
and
points
Practices In all the District Courts
of the- - peace. They are especially Limited trains Nob. 43 and 44. Pulland gives special attention to cases
ruled, with printed headings, In elthe man berths reserved by wire.
Spanish or English, made of good recFor rates and information addreaa before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office, Capitol Bldg., Santa Fe, N. M.
ord paper, strongly and durably bound
B. B. GRIMSHAW,
with leather back and covers and can- General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
BENJAMIN M. READ,
vas, sides, have full index In front and
To and From Roswell.
the fees of justice ot the peace and
Attorney at law.
Connection made with Automobile
constables printed in full on the first Line at Torrance for Roswell daily.
New Mexico,
Santa Fe. Palace Are.
page. The pages are 10x6 Inches. Automobile leaves Torrance for Ros- Office, Sena Blk.
These books are made up in civil and well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
criminal dockets, separate of 32 at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosCHAS. A. LAW,
pages each, or with both civil and well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
Attorney-at-Law- .
criminal bound in one book, 80 pages at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be U. S. Land Office
Practice, a Specialty.
civil and 320 pages criminal. To In- tween Santa Fe and Torrance is ib.od
New Mexico.
Clayton,
troduce them they, are offered at the and between Torrance and Roswell
low
followlrig
prices:
$10. Reserve seats on automobile by
N. S. Rose.
George Spence.
$4.00 wire.
Civil or criminal
J. W. STOCKARD,
8PENCE & R08E.
Linn.
Automobile
Combined civil and criminnal....$5.00
Manager
Attorneys.
For 45 ents additional for a single
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
a
tor
additional
55
cents
docket, or
(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
Specialities, Notary in Office.
combination docket, they will be sent
Notice for Publication,
Estancia.
New Mexico.
by mall or prepaid express. Cash In Department of the Interior, Land Offull must accompany order. State
M.
fice at Santa Fe, N.
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
plainly whether English or Spanish
July 12, 1906.
Attorney at law.
printed heading Is wanted. Address
fol
the
that
Is
Notice
hereby given
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.
lowing-namesettler has filed notice
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
of his Intention to make final proof Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra CounFESTIVAL.
INDIAN
SANTA CLARA
said
of
his claim, and that
in support
ties, Third Judicial District.
Sunday, August; 12th, 1906.
will be made before the register
On this occasion the Santa Clara In proof
at Santa Fe, N. M., on
A. W. POLLARD,
dians will be joined by those of San or receiver
viz.:
23,
1906,
August
ex
an
IUlefonso
and
Juan and San
Attorney at law.
,
Pablo Chavez, for the NE
District Attorney, Luna County.
tended, program of dancing, racing and
13
R.
11
E.
T.
N.,
New Mexico.
Doming
games has been arranged.
He names the following witnesses
Santa Fe Lodge of Elks will have
in charge an excursion to be run over to prove his continuous residence up- J. H. Boaham.
C. Wada.
ONHAM A WADE,
the D. & R. G. Railway on this date, on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
Frank S. Leyba, Natlvldad Leyba,
train to leave Santa Fe at 8 a. m reAttorneya at Liv.
turnlne arrivine at Santa Fe at 9 Luis Montoya, Macarlo Leyba, all of Practice in the Supreme and District Courts ot the Territory, In the
p. m.
Galisteo, N. M.
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Fare for tihe round trip $1.50. Tick
MANUEL R. OTERO,
ets on sale at Fischer's Drug Store
Register. Surveyor Generals and U. 8. Land
Officers,
and Kerr's Barber Shop.
Las Cruces, N. M.
If you do not care to pay for a dally
Don't hesitate to ask for a free sam
E. C. ABBOTT,
paper, subscribe for the Weekly New
Stomach and Mexican Review and
ple of Chamberlain's
Attorney at law.
the cream of
get
Liver Tablets. We are glad to give the week's
Practices In the District and Sudoings. It Is an excellent
them to anyone who is troubled with
Courts, prompt and careful atpreme
to
to
send
frlenda,
your
paper
tention given to all business.
biliousness, constipation, or any disorder of the stomach. Many have been
District Attorney for the Counties
The New Mexican can do printing
permanently cured by their use. For equal to that done In any of the large of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and Ban
sale by all druggists.
cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
work we turn out. Try our work onct
THE KITCHEN.
and you will certainly come again. We
A. B. RENEHAN,
You could ent from the Bon Ton have all the facilities for turning out
in the Supreme and DisPractices
Hotel kitchen
floor.
Cleanliness every class of work, including one of
trict
Courts;
Mlnnlng and Land Law
counts so much with all of us.
the best binderies In the west.
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Blag.,
But the Boo Ton Hotel and Lunch
Palace Are., Santa Fa, N. M.
Counter management goes much furThe Legislative Manual for 1905 or
ther than cleanliness.
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
CHA8. F. EASLEY,
Our aim is to serve our patrons with and official compendium of value to
(Late Surveyor General.)
the best food possible dainty, yet sub- every business man and officer and of
Attorney at law.
stantial.
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
To see that they live and sleep in Price $1.50. Address the New MexLand and Mining Business a Specialty.
rooms.
cheerful, airy
ican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
To surround them by all that Is
EMMETT PATTON,
pleasant and refined.
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
And they also have for use the hand'
A
Why is It that the firm of Hughes
Box 96, Roswell, New Mexico.
some parlors, library, buffet and smokDelgado are making a success ot the OSlce over Citizen's National Bank.
ing room.
real estate business? It Is because this
The Bon Ton Is Just like a great big firm Is reliable and any property
FRANK W. CLANCY,
happy borne.
placed In their hands will be looked
Attorney at law.
Yet all these luxuries and privileges after In a businesslike manner. Office
District Attorney for Second Judicial
are at your service at minimum rates. west of Plaza.

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

lng, the dining hall, the manual training building, the library, the gymnasium, South Hall, North Hall, mill for
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Special summer rates to Los Ange
les, San Francisco, and Pacific Coas
points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway,
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway.
For Information call on or address S,
B. Grlrashaw, general passenger agent
CAUGHT WITH A HOOK.
fine mess of speckled beauties
were received at the Bon Ton from an
A

RATES.
SUMMER
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
P. & S. W. and Rock Island system to
points in Illinois, Kansas, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, South
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wyoming and to Memphis, Tennessee.
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
1st to 10th, good for return passage
until October 31st.
On these excursions, rates to
for round trio will be $48.35. St,
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.85. Mem
phis, Tenn., $45.50. For further information, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener
al passenger agent.
EXCURSION

District
Practices In the District Court an
the Supreme Court of the Territory;
also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
08TEOPATHY.
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Ave.

Chl-cae- o

old time friend who sent them to the
manager that they may be served to
the patrons of this popular place. Call
and get them now while they are
fresh. They have a cook that knows
bow to fix them, and if you want a
H. E. No. 9536.
real treat in the eating line, why Just
give them a call, and you will be .. NOTICE FOR PUBUCATION.
twice as glad.
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Saved Hla Comrade's
July 6, 1906.
"While returning from the Grand
Notice is hereby given that the folat Washington
Army Encampment
lowing named settler has filed notice
City, a comrade from Elgin, 111., was ot his Intention to make final proof
taken with cholera morbus and was In
support of his claim, and that said
In' a critical condition," says Mr. J.
will be made before the regisproof
E. Houghland, ot Eldon, Iowa.
"I
ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
gave him Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Gutierand Diarrhoea Remedy and believe August 17, 1906, viz: Rafuglo
N
ifor
2, SW 4,
NW
4,
S
the
2,
rez,
I
have been engaged
saved his life.
for ten years In Immigration work Sec. 17, T 1 5N ,R 11 B.
He names the following witnesses
and conducted many parties to the
south and west. I always carry this to prove his continuous residence upremedy and have used it successfully on and cultivation of said land, viz:
Juan Gonzales y Roibal ot Glorleta,
on many occasions." Sold by all drugN. M.
gists,
Albino Enslnaa of Glorleta, N. M.
The public Is showing Its appreciaAtanaflo RIbera of Glorleta, N. M.
Manuel Sandoval ot Santa Fe, N. M.
tion of the attractive circulars sent
MANUEL R. OTERO,
out by the New Mexican Printing
Company, In regard to rubber stamps,
Register

Successfully treats acute and chronlo
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No charge for Consultation.
Phone 156.
Hours:
m., M p. m.
9--

MINING ENGINEERS.
CONY T. BROWN,
Mining Engineer.

Secretary and Treaeurer New Mexico
Sohoel of Mlnee.
New Mexico.
Socorro,
CIVIL

ENG'RS AND PURVEYORS.

CORBET & 8MYTHE.
Civil, Mining and Hydraulic
Engineers.
Assaying and General Contracting.
Santa Fe, N. M.
East side Plaza
RALPH A. MARBLE,

Civil Engineer and Surveyor.
United States Deputy.
New. Mexico.
Estancia,
HIRAM T. BROWN,
CIVIL. ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
XS.

tanta

Fs,

8. Mineral

Surveyor
New Mexico,

SAKTA
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Bishop J. B. Pltanal Is expected to
return some 'time this week from Chicago.

Attorney W. B. Bunker, of Las Vegas, has gone to Tucumcari on legal
business.
Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Paul of Pittsburg,
are visiting Mr, and Mrs. Paul's parents on San Francisco Street
George F. Howell, Jr., of Pasadena,
California, who has been In the city
sightseeing left today for Chicago.
Sheriff lveandro Baca, of Socorro,,
was registered at the Claire hotel yesterday. Ho was here oa business.
Thomas A. Waldo, of Kansas City,
Missouri, son of Judge Henry JU Wal
do, Is visiting relatives In Las Vegas.
F. C. Brown, of Las Vegas, a railroad tie contractor, was a visitor here
over Sunday. He left today for El

To the East as well as to the West,
To the North and to the South the

TTetsdjT
HATS
Go in

Increasing numbers yen after yer. The whole Wor'd
contributes in material end wears the result.
acknowl- Eveiy where the Stetson Hat - Soft and Dervy-a- re
dged ax tbe standard in style, beauty and finish
WS CARRY

A

FULL LINE AT POPULAR PRICES

We alio Carry another
.
Derby,
$3-50-

Paso.

line whic comes cheaper in price,
Soft, from $r.25 to up to $3.50

S. A. Keller ol Corpus Chrlstl, who
arrived In the city Saturday, left today for St. Louis. He Is on a vacation.

SWEET

R. W. Lewis, of Socorro, sergeant
of the mounted police, Is in the city
and attended to matters of duty while

OR!

here.

PANTS
n

dttt
7
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.
1

H
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doubt you
have heard of the
3 SWEET ORR
pants
We carry a big line
of latest styles.
Handsome pat
terns and perfect
fit will certainly
No

11

H

W H

!

;

7
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please you.
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253 San

.SAJJTA FE,

Frmirheo St.
-

-

N

M.

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

iS

WINTER GROCERY CO.
CANON CITY

j

Strawberries!

I

i

:

I

Agents for

Mrs. P. D. Campbell nnd son, are
here from Pueblo and after a visit
of a few days will leave' on a pleasure
trip to Mexico.
William Bradford
Mr. and Mrs.
Prince left today for an outilng of a
week or two at the Sunshine Orchard
near Espanola.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Mayo, of Albuquerque, formerly residents of Golden,
in this county, have gone to Los Angeles for a visit.
E. G. Gorman, of San Antonio, Texas, accompanied' by his son, has been
in the city for a few days, and left
today for Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. Abraham Lentz, of
lxiwell, Arizona, are spending a few
days in Santa Fe. They arrived in
the city Saturday.
ft'. G. Turley, of Boise City, Idaho,
a brother of J. Turley, a civil engineer
of this city, arrived from his mothern
home Saturday evening.
R. W. Hoyt, of Las Vegas, traveling auditor of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe 'Railway, was in the city today on company business.
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo, of Bernalillo County, was among yesterday's
visitors In the Capital. He attended
to official business while here.
Mr. and Mrs. E. McElroy of Las
Vegas, accompanied by Miss Lillian
Fanning of Raton, were among the
Sunday sightseers in Santa Fe.
District Attorney Alexander Read,
of Tierra Amarilta, arrived In the
city Saturday evening and looked after
official matters While in the Capital.
Attorney Benjamin H. Read left today on a legal mission to Espanola
and Chamita. He expects to be gone
until either Wednesday or Thursday.
Rev. W. H. Rlshel, wife and daughter, of Velarde, arrived in the city
1 yesterday. Mr. Rlsihel Is superintendent of the Baptist mission school at
Velarde.
E. C. Burke, secretary to Attorney
General W. C. Reid, resumed his duties in the Capitol
Building this
morning, after a vacation spent on
the Pecos.
Secundino Romero, clerk of the
Fourth Judicial District Court, has
gone to his sheep ranches at Enciero
in the eastern part of Sa.n Miguel

i

KNEIPP MALT COFFEE

j

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY
-

,.

S. E. Comet Pfcua, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.

INCOBPOB

-

TED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Flour and Potatoes.

Statloneiy.
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION SIVIN MAIL ORDERS.
&1XTA FB,

M.

M.

m

j

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" Is a sure guar
antee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will not
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
In stock Tents, Camp Stools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Line
and everything necessary for a complete camping outfit.

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

Telephone! 4

If You Suffer with

Medicine

Can.

The era remedy which many physicians rely
upon to free the system of the Rhoumatlo Poison which re the cause of sll Rheumatism,
Lumbago. Sciatica. Gout ! Dr. Snoop's Kheu- hatio Kemidt. Dr, Sboop spent twenty years
in experimentinghe discovered the
combined ohemloals
which mule possible
one almost always
certain cure for
Kneumauim, eto.
Not that dr.
SHOOP8 KHEO- - 10.
Rkmsdt
aV MiTIO
can turn bony a
Joints into flesh
wain that is
impossible.
Butltoan and if
will drive

iimirw

from

the

poisons
eaused
the

llflf

iiiiiiimiy

blood tbe

which

pain and
then that li tbe

welling. And
end of the pain
and swelling
the end of the suf
ferlnir
the end
of Rheumatism.
This remedy never
falls where a cure it
possible. It Is now
put up in tablet or 11' Y
quid form ask for
either. You who have
suffered and are suf
fering today from patnsvand aches which you
know to be Rheumatism; you who experience
lameness or twinges of pain in damp weather;
you who easily become stiff and lame without
apparent cause Just try DR. SHOOT'S RHEUMATIC CURE. It Is just the kind of a remedy
that accomplishes results. Sold and recommended by

FISCHER

DRUG CO.

for Colorado Springs at 8
o'clock tonight, after a very pleasant
visit with their son, Governor Hagerman. At Colorado Springs they will
visit another son, Percy Hagerman,
after which they will return to their
home at Roswell.
Hon, Arthur Seligman and camping
party of nine left at 8 o'clock this
morning for the upper Santa Fe Canon
fully equipped for a week's outing.
The party consisted of Mr. Seligman,
his wife, daughter and son, Mrs.
Lacker, mother of Mrs. Seligman,
Mrs. Lord and two children, Morton
Seligman and servants. In addition
to a wagon full of supplies, camp
equipage and bedding and cooking
utensils, and several horses and burros
were taken along. Mr. Seligman expects to be in the city on Thursday
to be present at the meeting of the
board of county commissioners on

car

that

day.

Thomas A. Waldo, of Kansas City.
Missouri, son of Judge and Mrs. Henry
U Waldo, arrived In the city last evening and left this evening for the Grand
Canon of the Colorado for a visit. Mr.
Waldo is a native of Santa Fe and
His father,
very well known here.
Judge Waldo, who has been ill during
the past week has recovered and is
about again.
Governor Hagerman will go to Las
Vegas tomorrow in response to an invitation to complete his trip over the
Scenic Highway at that place, which
was Interrupted by an accident, during his former visit. He will remain
In the Meadow City until Thursday,
visiting freinds.
J. A. Mahoney, leading merchant
at Deming, has returned home from
an eastern visit as far as Chicago.
During his absence, he purchased a
large stock of fine furniture for the
fall trade of his extensive mercantile
establishment in the Windmill City.
William E. Curtis, correspondent of

the

Chicago

well

Record-Heral-

LEGAL BLANKS

first-clas-

fish.

Librado Vaenoia, a resident of near
Duran, Torrance County, drove overland to this city and arrived here yesterday. He is on a visit to relatives.
Mr. Valencia states that the range
and sheep in his section are in fine
condition and that the wool clip
brought a nice price.
Mrs. Walter Harwell, of Chicago,
who has been the guest of Hon. and
Mrs. James J. Hagerman and their
son, Governor Hagerman, will leave
tonight for Channlng, Texas, where
she will visit a ranch which she owns
In that neighborhood.
She expressed
herself as delighted with Santa Fe,
climate, scenery and people.
J. G. Pa up, S. M. Swope and E. S.
McComas, who Wire members of the
delegation of homeseekers
passing
through here last week for the Estancla Valley, filed on claims near
at the fedaral land office here
Saturday.
They left last night for
their old homes In Kansas to bring
their families back with them.
Hon. and Mrs. James J. Hagerman,
who have been in the city for the
past week wll leave Un their private
Wil-lar-

Bond for Appearance, District Court,
Justice Quarterly Report,
shp.et
Bond for Deed,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
aheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen,
Official Bond,
sheet.
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
s'neet
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
sheet. '
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration In Assumpsit,
Declaration In Assumpsit on Note. H'
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
Insurance
Mortgage Deed without
sheet.
Clause,
sheet.
Options,
Notice of Protest,
sheet
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
aheet.
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
Quit Claim Deed,
sbeet.
Bafgaln and Sale Deed,
Deed of Trust, full sheet
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet,
Homestead Affidavit,
Bheet.
Homestead Application,
sheet.
Affidavit,
gb.eet
Homestead Proof, full sheet
No. 1 Homestead,
sheet
Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Affidavit Required ot Claimant,
--

--

'

Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
sheet.
LaaM,
Law of Personal Property,
sheet,
battel Mortgage, sheet.
.
Warrant, to Appraisers, full
Acknowledgment,
Mortgage Deed, Va sheet.
Tower ot Attorney,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet,
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Delainer, Comsheot.
plaint,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sumsheet.
mons,
sheet.
Replevin Boaid,
Execution
Forcible Entry and Desheet.
tainer,
sheet,
Replevin Writ,
sheot.
Replevin Ailldavlt,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet
Warrant,
sheet.
,
Commitment,
Attachment Affidavit,
Attachment Bond,
sheet,
General Blanks.
Township Plats,
sheet.
Sheep Contract,
sheet.
Agreement,
Application for License, Retail Liquor
sheet.
Dealers,
Application for License, Games an
Butcher's Bond,
Attachment Writ,
sheet,
Attachment' Summons as Garnishee,
sheet.
sheet.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
sheet.
Suhpoea
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant
sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet; in Rooks
25 Blanks, 40c per Book.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle
Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
sheet.
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Certificate of Brand,
sheet.
Special Ruling Work our Specialty.
Our Blank Books speak for them
selves.
Spanish Blanks,
Auto tie Arresto,
pliego.
Auto de Prison,
Pllego.
Declaracion Jurada,
plieo;t,
Fianza Oflcial,
pliego.
Fianza Oflcial y Juramento
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
Contrato tie Po tido,
pliego.
Escrltura de Renuncla,
sheet
Document Garantlzado,
pllego.
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pliego.
Contrato Entres los Directores y
pllegos.
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
Notas Obligaclones, 25c por 50.
Llbros Certiflcados de Bonos, $1.
Libros di Reclbos, Snpervl sores de
Caminos, r.5c.
HIpoteca de Blenes Muebles,
pllego.
Documento de HIpoteca.
plifgo.
Documento Garantlzado, exteuaa forma enters,
Certificado de Matrimonlo, lflc.
sheet.
i
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Lode Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Location,
sheet,
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Propsheet.
erty,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
of Attorney and
Laws of New Mexico, 1899. JOfll and
IfltKi; English and Spanish; pamph
let, $2.25; full leather, $,'.00.
Code of Civil Proceedure, full lealher
$1.00; paper bound, 75c.
Price Laws 1905, English and Spanish,
pamphlet, $2.75; full leather, $3.50
Sheriff's Flextble Cover Pocket Docket,
single, $1.25; two or more hooks,
$1 each.
Notary Record, $1.25 each.
Notary Seals Aluminum, pocket, $2.75
delivered. Desk, $3.25, delivered to
nearest express office.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports
Nos. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a
volume; 3 to 11, inclusive, delivered
at Publisher's price, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c,
Compilation Mining Laws, 50c.
240 Page J. P. Civil Docket, $2.75. ,
240 Page J. P. Criminal Docket, $2.75,
320 Page J. P. Docket,
Civil,
Criminal, $4.00.
480 Page
Journal, $5.75.
480 Page
Ledger, $6.50.
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered.
sheet.
Gambling Table,
sheet
Application for License,
Sheriff's Monthly Report,
sheti.
School Blanks.
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportionment of School
sheet
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet,
Enumeration Form,
sheet.
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet.
sheet.
Certificate of Appointment,
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract for Fuel,
sheet.
Teachers' Monthly Report
sheet
Size of Blank.
sheet, 7x8 inches,
sheet, 8xl4 Inches.
Full sheet. J4xl7 Inches.
Promissory Notes, 25- - per pad.
"Minor Law" Cards for Posting, 25c
each.
Missouri Pleading Forms,
Code Pleading, $6.
The two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code.
Probate Clerk and Recorder,
sheei
sheet
vlt,
Notice of
sheet
Forfeiture, or Publishing Out Notice
sheet,
Prices.
.On
or
.05
sheets, each
Full sheet, each
,1
.2
sheets, per dozen
.35
sheets, per dozen
- .65
Full sheets, per dozen
1.75
sheets, per hundred
2.50
Bheeta, per hundred
Full sheets, per hundred
4.00
100 assorted blanks take the per
100 price.
On an order ot 600 blanks, customer'
business card will he printed under fll
lng wltloat extra coit
hand-mad-

e

hand-mad-

e
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Dr. Sboop'i Rheumatic Remedy Will
Bring tbe Utmost Relief that

known in Santa Fe and in New Mexico generally, Is in St. Petersburg, as
a special correspondent of that paper.
Mrs. Eva Curry Redmond and her
son, James Curry were among the visitors yesterday in Santa Fe. They
were guests at the Hotel Claire.
I. Sparks, manager of the Santa Fe
Electric Telephone Company, returned
today from a business trip to Golden,
Frank Gortner, a tourist from
Indiana, arrived Mils mornCounty.
ing in Santa Fe.
P. F. McCanna, secretary of the 2Cth
.T'iron Archuleta was In the
city toTerritorial Fair Association, has reday from Jemez Springs.
turned to Albuquerque from a visit
east on fair business and on personal
affairs.
Lasal blanks ot every description,
John H. Riley, stock grower with and conforming to the laws of New
headquarters at Colorado Springs, Co- Mexico, are on hand and for sale b
lorado, was in the city today en the New Mexican Printing Company.
route to Ijm Cruees, where he owns
property.
Miss Mary Burianek and Miss
Khoi, two young ladies from Cedar
Rapids, Iowa, have been visiting here CONFORMING TO THE LAWS OF
a few days while on their way home
NEW MEXICO.
from California.
The New Mexican Printing Company
Mrs. Clarence Iden of Las Vegas, has the
largest facilities and. most
arrived in Santa Fe Sunday and is modern machinery for
doing all kinds
and
General
of
the guest
Attorney
s
of Printing and Binding In
Mrs. W. C. Reid at their home on
of Loose-lea- f
style. Manufacturers
Agua Frla Road.
Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
J. S. Richards and C. C. Richards, a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
Jr., tourists, from Ogden, Utah, are Southwest.
spending a few days in Santa Fe,
Milling Blanks.
viewing the many interesting sights Amended Location
sb.eet.
Notice,
in and around the Capital City,
Agreement of Publisher,
H.
R. Moore and M. P. Evans
Justice of the Peace Blanks.
were In the city Saturday on business Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
at the United States land office. They Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
Bheet.
have Bled on claims near Estancla, Appearance Bond,
sheet.
homes
and have now gone to their old
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
in Kansas to bring their families.
.
W. V. White, assistant territorial
secretary, who has been spending a
few weeks fishing on the Pecos returned to Santa Fe Saturday evening.
Mr. White reported a good time but
said he was too busy resting to catch

It will pay you to see us first before
iuylng any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

KEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

Established

1856.

Incorporated

1906.

1903.

Seligman Bros. Co

Great Reduction
ON ALL

Summer Goods
LESS THAN COST

C0EJCIGfl0pAYJULY2

3

Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists,
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Out-in- g
Suits, Trousers, etc.
For

Half a Century

the Leading Dry Goods House in the City

P. O. Box 119.

Phone

36.-

-

Colorado

.

RASPBERRIES
at their best.

Now

fornia Strawberries
every Thursday.

POULTRY

Will also have Caliand Blackberries

WEDNESDAYS

mm

U.S.
Phone 26.

1

&

FRIDAYS

& COMPANY

Leading Grocers.

phone 26

CUT PRICES!

iBBi

CUT PRICES,
We have

a ((uantlty of Orsi. class
furniture, stoves and ranges that we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
ibe time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish yom
house from kitchen to garret Yon
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments.
Call in and see
our goods.
D.

S, LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco

St., Santa

CARL A. BISHOP AND COMPANY

General Insurance Agents
Bonds.

Surely

Burglary Insurance. Investment Business.

CRIFFIN BLOCK. SANTA

f E,

N. M.

CHARLES WAGNER

Furniture Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
We

are as far in the
LEAD

as
TEDDY
in
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

Charlta Wagner, Licensed Embilmer.

Emp
)lew pleiico
I

representing the
PEOPLE

ogiflt

Bureau

AND REALTY CO.
Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.

Money Lent on Approved Security.

Right-of-Wa-

.-

F.

RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen-

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:

A Nice 7 Room Hoiuse. Large
Lot. Good Location. Plenty of
Fftiit Trees.
--

1M Palac

Avwiim.

"Prune No. 1M.

MONDAY,

JULY 23,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

1906.

MAI
lviraLMKlH.

Indlua
evening at St. Catherine's
School.
The boy was about eighteen
years old. He tad been In falling
health for several months. The funeral took place this morning, requiem
mass being celebrated at the chapel
of the Institution, and the remains
were buried In Rosario Cemetery.
The funeral of Mrs. A. W. Ddetz,
wftose eventful career ended In her
death here Saturday Afternoon, was
held yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock
from the Cathedral. The Interment
took place in Rosario Cemetery. Very
Rev. Father Antonio Fouirchegu, the
vicar general, recited the solemn
prayers for the, dead at the church,
after which the body was conveyed to
the burying ground and laid reverently in its last resting place.

MINOR CITY TOPICS

ARIAANINSIDI0USF0E
TO HEALTH

Malaria is an atmospheric poison which we unconsciously breathe iub
our lungs through the impure air arising from low, marshy places, stagnan
ponds, damp cellars, sewer pipes, improperly ventilated houses, decayinj
vegetable matter, etc. Day after day these germs and poisons are taken int
the lungs, and as the blood passes through them it becomes infected with th
poison and in its circulation distributes the microbes of disease to all part
of the body. Malaria is a very insidious disease ; it gives no warning of it
coming until the circulation is filled with the poison and this foe to healtl
has the system at its mercy. The blood becomes polluted, thin and weak am
its slow, irregular circulation fails to properly nourish and strengthen th
body. Then the entire system is attacked, and if the germs and poisons o
Malaria are allowed to remain the strongest constitution will break down
No one can feel well when the system is in a malarial condition; the vitality
is weak, the appetite poor, digestion deranged, the complexion growi
allow and the entire body feels the effects of the poison.
Malaria must b
Vivian Lucero, who was shot
removed from the system through the circulation and the only medicine tha
several
through the leg at Chaperito
can accomplish this is S. S. S. It not only cleanses the blood of all unhealthy
months ago by Cruz Arazon, was opYesterday morning at 11 o'clock, morbid matter, but destroys the germs, cures Malaria and restores this vita
erated on a few days ago in Las Veg- John W. Mayes, Jr., the five months
fluid to a strong, healthy condition.
S. S. S
as and a few spllnterB of bone were old son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Mayes,
is made of roots, herbs and barks rotnbininj
removed from the wounded limb.
after a sickness of several (lays, died
purifying and tonic properties which keep thi
blood free of all poisons and the system it
Charles A. Wilson of Augusta, Kan- of cholera infantum. The funeral took
While destroying th
perfect condition.
sas, who was one of the homeseckers place this afternoon at 3 o'clock. There
passing through the city last week were no funeral services, either at PURELY VEGETABLE. Eenns f Malaria and building up the weak
on their way to the Kstancia Valley, the church, or at the homo of Mr.
polluted blood S. S. S. gives tone and vigoi
has returned to Santa Fe and accepted Mayes, on account of the illness of to the entire system. Book on the blood and any medical advice withou'
a position here at his trade as car- his wife, who ds prostrated
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CA.
at the charge.
death of her child. Mr. Mayes Is the
penter.
A Tesuque rancher,
The New Mexican Bindery Is turnSaturday, at- manager of the Postal Telegraph Com- hits under the same conditions, rank-dntracted considerable attention by rid- pany in this city.
first and second on the score ing out. some of the most artistic
book.
ing into tine city with a live coyote
Sergeant McHughes ranked binding in the Southwest. It is the
At the reguktr
Sunday afternoon
strapped to the back of his saddle. shoot yesterday on the range north of llhlrd making a score twice of 21 bits most, completely equipped bindery in
the Rocky MouMaln States south ol
With one hand he held the animal by Santa, Fe,
of a possible 25.
Corporal Charles Viera led out
the throat to keep it from, biting the all the other members of
is headquarters for legal blanks of all
if
humane
Fe
Simla
a
needs
F,
society
Company
kinds. The company makes a specialty
horse. When asked about the coyote First
Infantry' New Mexico National the reports brought to the New Mexi- in
all he had to say was: "Him steal Guard. At 600
handling land office blanks, necesoffice
can
are true. It is asserted that
yards, slow fire, he
in homestead entries and in minchicken no more, No'"
sary
made 21 lilts out of a possible 25; an angry man yesterday struck a horse
eral applications. Prices low, especiA Moqui Indian youth died Saturday the second time he shot he mado 23 over the head twice with a club and
Circulars giving
in quantities.
each time felled the animal to the ally
full information furnish" ' n applicaIs
'to
The
said
nasty affair
ground.
tion.
have occurred on Agua Frla Road as
Good blood, good health; bad
man
was
the
into
the
horse
a
leading
bad
health
;
there
have
blood,
you
cornal.
The animal became fright- BARGAINS IN ORCHit. Why not help nature just a
ened and attempted to escape. Such
little and change the bad to the
ARDS AND RANCHES
brutality should come under the jurisgood? Bad blood to good blood ; poor blood to rich blood! Ask your doctor
diction of the police department.
how this applies to Aver's Sarsaparilla, and how it applies to you I Could
Located In the Fruitful and Far Famei
We have no leoreti We tmbliih
J.O. Aver Co.,
anything be more fair
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday
the Tovinulas ol all our m e d icin
liowoll, Maea.
Espanola Valley Thirty Miles
with scattered showers and thunder
North of Santa Fe.
storms is the forecast today of the
local weather man. The temperature
The following orchards and farm
at 6 o'clock this morning was 63 dein the famed and fruitful
properties
The
grees.
temperature during last
in southern Itio ArValley
Espanola
night was 50 degrees. The maximum
in
the
Territory of New
riba
County
temperature yesterday was 81 degrees
at 12:30 p. m and the minimum tem- Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
are satisfactory reasons for sellperature was 61 degrees at 4:05 a. m. There
one of the finest
The mean for the day was 71 degrees ing. The section is
not only in New
with a relative humidity of 48 per rruit and agricultural,
The
southwest.
In
the
but
Mexico,
cent.
The precipitation yesterday
suppHy of water for irrigation purposes
amounted only to a trace.
is ample and staJble at all times. The
President Edmund J. Vert of the
is of the best. For particulars
climate
Normal University at Las Vegas has
R. C. Bonney, real estate and
address
been informed by the superintendent
insurance agent, Espanola, New Mex
of public instruction of California that
ico. The properties are;
the New Mexico Normal University
That are Right.
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
list
accredited
on
the
been
has
placed
acre bearing orchard; small house,
one
enThis recognition
In that state.
ban? and corral; all fenced and
well,
titles holders of a diploma from the
one mile from post- advanced normal course of the Normal under irrigation;
miles to railroad
half
a
two
and
office,
University to what is known in Califacre.
ornia as a grammar grade certificate, station; price $30 per
No. 2. Full bearing orchard of 1,200
is
the
This
examination.
high
without
ARE IN
six miles from
est grade of certificate granted by the standard apple trees;
corral
California state board of education to Espanola; good house, barn,
and packing house; produced 2,900
the graduate of any normal school.
boxes of apples last year; irrigation
While at work on the erection of from Rio
Grande; price $2,000.
the new jail on Water Street, last
No. 3, Seven acre orchard and mara
sustained
Carl
Shupe
Friday, young
mile to town,
ket, garden tract,
very painful injury. He was engaged railroad, postofflce, school and church;
wheelbarrow
a
in
in carrying cement
good six room house, having telealong the top of the scaffold work, phone; barn, corral, cellar and packwhen his foot slipped, and he fell to
ing house; a highly profitable business
the court below, a distanoe of about and a fine home; produces annually
Ws
struck
he
In falling
fifteen feet.
$700 to $900 in vegetables alone; price
head on some loose rock, cutting a $2,250.
gash about two Inches long on the
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520
right side of his temple. A doctor acres with good fences and improvewere
stitches
was called and four
ments, has excellent waiter, shelter,
taken in the young man's head. Young
hay land and controls several 'thouwork
this
resumed
morning.
Shupe
sand tfcres of fine goat grazing land.
Rev. J. G. Ruoff, of Albuquerque, No better proposition for a paying
was expected to preach ait the St, sheep ranch In New Mexico.
John's M. E. Church during the morn
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
ing and evening services there Sun- ten acres of full hearing apples of
day In the absence of Rev. ,1. L. Shive- standard varieties, peaches and plums,
ly, but for some reason, probably due seven acres of good alfalfa and three
five room
to a misunderstanding, the Albuquer acres garden land, good
que minister failed to put in an appear adobe house, well built and finished,
ance. Rev. J. W. McKean, the mis good barn; the whole place almost ensionary who Is iin New Mexico in the tirely surrounded by a hedge of
trees which serve as a protection
Interest of the American Sunday
School Association, filled the pulpit from the wind and add to the attrac
at both of the services instead, and he tiveness of the place; produced last
delivered two very able sermons. Rev. vear over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
Mr. Sh'ively
services yester- a fourth miles east of Espanola.
No. 6. "The "Espanola Garden," one
left there toat
and
he
Esnanola,
day
habit
that grows,
Saving money is a
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
day for Taos.
and the more it grows the easier it
This place is a full bearing apple orMiss Vlctoriana Armijo, whose fast- - chard and market
how
mind
Never
Start
garden tract of sevtoday.
gets.
ings and prayers lasting four days, en acres; a six room house;
telephone,
After you
little. Save something.
caused her to become unconscious as
house, corral and
barn,
cellar,
packing
account
home
on
you
she knelt on the floor of her
have once started your
wire fence and house for chickens. A
East Manhattan Avenue, two weeks beautiful and convenient home and a
will be surprised to find how often you
ago, is still very ill. She has not spokto make good monsy, besides
can spare a few dollars to help it
en for over two weeKS but is able to place this
apples
place has cherries, pears,
won
grow. One year hence you will
take a small amount of nourishment.
and large beds of asquinces
plums,
Is
sooner.
not
start
did
suffering
It is feared that the girl
der why you
and rhubarb. The
paragus,
spinach
from paralysis of the brain and may
alone of this place
vegetable
products
not recover.
bring in annually $750 to $900. The
David Weiller, of Albuquerque, and net receipts last year in vegetables
Mrs. Ida Parker, were married last and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.
AflD TRUST COHPAflY
UNITED STATES BAf
night, at the residence of Rabbi Hecht.
Before the marriage, Mrs. Parker was
The New Mexican Printing Company
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
converted to the Jewish religion by Is prepared to do the best of brief
Rabbi Hedht. The witnesses for the work in short order and at very reasconversion were Kaspare Conn, Robert onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
Phillips, S. M. Newmark, Mr. and Mts. have their briefs printed rapidly and
Latham and the bride's sister, who correctly and to present them to the
came from Albuquerque. After the Supreme Court now in session here
S
M
X
Jk
II
II V
II A ceremony
a reception was held to the on time, should call on the New Mexdining room, which was decorted with ican Printing Company and leave their
Mr. and Mrs.
ferns amd carnations.
Weiller will return to Albuquerque 1n
about two weeks. Mr. Weiller who
has just returned from a trip to
Europe, Is a retired capitalist Los
Angeles Examiner,
When Jose D. Sena, clerk of ilbe
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA : : : SANTA FE, N. M. Supreme Court, appeared at Ms office
in the Capitol this morning, he found
the following notice posted on the Can make
quick sales If price
front door by some practical joker:
of following
Is
satlsfacty
"Lost, strayed or stolen 'One Supreme
Court Clerk, Residence, Santa Fe.
properties:
Five feet, six Inches high; weight 155
Coal
dark
auburn
and
hair,
eyes
pounds,
(Including KnoxHat9)
and
mustache, arched
beautifully
wears a constant smile, especially in
TO-DA- Y.
the presence of ladies. When last
.
heard from he was running hog wild
with a herd of Elks. Some concern Is
Boys Straw Hats for J 5 cents.
felt as to his whereabouts, but If he
Alining
worst has happened, please send the
Properties must be large and
remains together with the antlers to
established value.
of
local
Mr.
the
Sena said
lodge." What
when he tore the notice from the door
was not learned.
,
SEVERAL MILLION DOLLARS
J, E. Kavanaugh of Albuquerque, a
carpenter by occupation, has secured
employment In Santa Fp, He arrived
In the city Saturday.
The new First Ward school house at
the cornor of Delgado and Garcia
Streets Is almost completed. The carpenters are now finishing up their
work.
A marriage' license was issued Saturday evening to Milss Franclsca Sandoval, aged 31 years, of Gallsteo, and
Marclal Garcia, aged 20 years, of

Good Blood

!

r1

SUITS

To Ot&tt
Fall Samples

Come and Look

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, IS; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; Sheriffs Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Noa. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
60c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full shaep, $3.50 delivered;
full list school lanki.
ComThe New Mexican Printing
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper If ordered in larger quantities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.

GIVE US

ED

effective

OTTO RETSCH

fine

i

LAND

Proprietor.
Wines, Liqaorsand cigars.

WJED.

STRAW HATS

CHOICE OF ALL $3 and $2

Lands
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands,

FOR $ 1 .00

Properties.

n m

in

i

REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
You can get some bargains In

the

real estate line right now by calling
on the reliable real estate dealers,
Office west side
Hughes & Delgado
of Plaza.

Land scrip bought and sold

emher 10th.

we have added a fine line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It cost
you nothing to look at them and be
your own fudge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have a full lino of Gold Medal
camp supplies, consisting of folding
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure and comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and
Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of jars, all
sizes and rubbers.

1905.

SUM

JSttttloiu
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Trains stop at Euilmdo for o inei
where good meals are served.
At. Antonito for Durango, Silverton
and Intermediate points.
A I Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate
points via tho standard gauge line, via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
entire trip in daylight and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for all points on Creede branch.
4:Sr,
7:80

..408...

8. K. HOOPER,

P. A., Denver, Colo

G.

SAVE YOUR ICE

and consequently your money by purchasing a refrigerator that is built
scientifically and In the most modern
style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guar
antee it to give absolute satisfaction
or we'll take it oil your hands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
comfort In a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
than from any other cold storage box.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
saves health and saves work. Booklet for the asking,

PATENTS!
made from
Machine,
explanations.
gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
new and second hand bicycles for sale and guaranteed.
models

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp

Fe

VVVVXYVX
T. W. HCHERTS'
0.

SHOP

K. BARBER

Three First Class Barbers.
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
largest & Best Tuba in City

S

HENRY KRICK

AM

510 South Broadway
1,08 ANGEIrES, CALIF.

Pft

. .

FLOUR, HAY,

and

Agent For

5.

fib UUS

SCH .

LED
WHOLESALE

Sole

Send for Catalogue.

AIM
UNII
nUnLAnU

San Francisco Stteet 258.

256

5

Attention.

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL

Lemp's St. Louis Beer
Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, 8anta Fe, N. M.
Telephone No. 38

SODA WATER

!

Any Flavor. You Desire.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
.nantlty to any part of the city.
.CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

D'ALERS

IN

SALT and sEEDs.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

"

THE

WILLIAM

B

Mm

Mfk.
WE COUNT
YOUR GOOD WILL

BARBER SHOP

PLAZA

PARSC-.S-

,

Prop.
Santa

much the largest asset we hato

Leading Tontorlal Parlor
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three Flnt-In

He.

Barters.

Cl&sa

Bast Side of Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.
BOUGHT to any
parts in the Country; send ticket
In and get cash for It; tran
sactions guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.

in.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors

in our

business.

To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
can be relied upon" is the very best recommendation we can strive

Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

for.

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction to buy at a store like this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

Jeweler, Dealer
SCDIT'7 f Manufacturing
Watches, Jewelry, Diamond.
in

--

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.
Four first class artists : : ;
$1.50
Electrical Baths :
.25
Other Baths
Parlor located West Side Plata
W. H. KERR, Proprietor.

......
.

.

Daily

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. .

r

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

.

JACOB WELTMER .

.

LIVERY STABLE.
I

Reliable Home, Slnglr
Hieke.
ugglee, Surrey

Fine Riga,

when In mod
Call up 'Phone No.
of Anythnlg In tho Livery Lino.
Driven Purnlohod.. Rtioenablf

ctlao exescon.
M

Department

try

Rotee.

Ready for Invertment.
Hugo Seaberg,
Raton, N.

Dec

win
ZH.

Ml,

Surprises You

OUR

To Our Furniture

D, &. R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch.

Manager.

181

-

of Ullman & Co., New York.

If you want anything oi eartn
a New Mexican "ad."

EHLE,

box-eld-

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
freight added. See line before

THEM.

one-ha- lf

itriain

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa-

EXAMINE

AND

CALL

A

OUR LEADER

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE

LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
tod

In

enler not to carry oter for next season they will bt sold from now
cot. Please call and look at them, no troubla to show

on at and below
ggods.

ADOLPH SEL1GMAN.

SAKTA'JTJS
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NEW MEXICO

CHARLES W. DUDROW

HAPPENINGS

Luna County
Yesterday afternoon another of our
old pioneers "went over the divide,"
says the Doming Graphic. William
AXI, KINDS OP BUILDING M AT&sUaL
Bilker hnd passed the four score mark,
J
being nearly eighty-twyears of age.
Cord nd Stov Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stov
He was a native of South Carolina,
eamo to Texas In the fifties where he
Delivered to Any
CERRILLOS
In farming and stockraislng.
engaged
Part of the City-r- s
atwl HAGAN
He came to Demlng In 1885, whore he
nan since resided.
TB4NSFEH
8T0RAG8: Vf Hml HerytaJt 5oebl
Mr. Baker's death closes a long,
M.
P Phone 35 Santa Fe.
aad Yarsla al Crrrllloa,
Branca
active, honorable career; he has been
successful In business, and has shown
his confidence in the future of our
town by large Investments In real estate. Ho leaves three sons, two daughters, and a host of friends in the great
southwest, to mourn his departure.
Grant County.
The people of Lordsburg were greatto
ly Khoclwd last Friday morning
$r.H0
learn of the s ml den death of L, C
Rjtou ami jMonero Screened Lump, per ton
AteOmtlh.
His body had been found
6.00
Good Commercial Raton Nut
In the hallway of McGrath Brother's
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grste
hotel about five o'clock. Dr. Nortn
and Ton1 Wood. All order receive prompt and cnrrful attention.
way was Immediately called, and on
examining the body pronounced him
dead, and stated he had been dead for
some lime, as the extremities had beOWE; UarBeld Ave.. Near A., T. A S. P. lepot. Thnne No sv
come cold. From all appearances he
had got. up from bed and gone out in
the hall, for a drink of water, and
while drinking, his heart had stopped.
No. 49 His father and mother were at their
old home, in Prince Edward's Island.
and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
were sent them, and they
Telegrams
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.
arImmediately started for
CATALOG IS FREE. WRITE FOR IT TODAY.
riving More Wednesday night,
The masons of l.ordsburg have ibeen
BROCK & FEAGANS,
at work some time to organize a lodge
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
FOURTH & BROADWAY
and this week completed the organization. Grand Master James Or. Fitch, of
Socorro, issued a dispensation for the
organization of the lodge, and accompanied by Grand Lecturer Kellahin,
of Uoswell, organized
the lodge.
The following are the officers: E. Moses, W. M.; 'M. M. Crocker, S. W.;
G. W. Hanner, J. W.; B. W. Randall
secretary; W. H. Small, treasurer; E.
A. North way, S. D.; W. H. Marble, J.
D.
The regular meetings wilt be on
the fourth Thursday of each month.
Lincoln
5 James O. NaboursCounty:
of White Oaks
has become sole owner of the Ethel
ranch in eastern Socorro County. The
property has been In litigation and
't John F. Fullorton was made receiver
some months ago and this transfer is
the outcome. The whole outfit is said
to be worth about $20,0Oj.
OrNew
This handsome olid vast.ibulfd train runs through to
The Lincoln County Teacher's In
leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
stitute will meet In annual session at
t
White Oaks at nine o'clock on the
sleepers Los Angeles to Chicago and intermediate points.
'
morning of July 23, and continue two
connections made for all points Nonh, Eh and Southeast.
It. will be necessary to attend
weeks.
to be on hand promptly at that hour,
as the time will be very limited for
FAST
TAKE
the amount of work to be accomplishTHE.
ed. Professor E. J. Vert, of the Normal
TRAIN.
University at Las Vegas, will be the
principal Instructor, but will be ably
TRAIN
assisted by Professor Brown of Alamo-gordSCHEDULE
Miss Covington, of Lincoln
EQUIPMENT
County, and perhaps some special Instructor for teachers in Mexican
Leaves El Paso at 6:50 p m Mountain Time

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

COAL

ui

Cee

COAL s WOOD

To brand
purity

Schlitz

is

beer

how we attain it.

brewed

is

absolute

in

a

cleanliness, and cooled in filtered air.
Then it is aged for months to avoid causing
biliousness, then filtered through white
i
i
wood pulp. rri
i nen every Dottle is sterilized.

7rS&SS&& Jewelry Catalog

Jewelers

i

That

brewing.

goal yard.

EL PASO ROUTE

beer "Pure," but actual
means to double the cost of the
a

ii

I

Ask

for

the Brewery Bottling.
Common beer h sometimes substituted for Schltiz.
7 o avoid being
imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded

That

Schlitz

n n

i

is why

is

unique
for its

purity.

!

I

a

Dy-eo-

Phone 33

I

j

NEW

NEW

schools.

w

Captain
Cabells, of the
First U. S. Cavalry, who is recruiting
for the United States cavalry, infan
try and artillery, with headquarters in
El Paso, will also open a recruiting
station In Silver City.
Four troops of the Fifth V. S. Cav
alry camped in Doming Friday night
and this morning resumed their march
io El Paso. These troops have boon
stationed at Huaohuca, and were ordered to Niico at the time of the out
break at Cananca. Their destina
tion Is Austin, Texas. It is their intention to return to Fort Huaiohuca in
October, but before that date they
may be walloping Castro in Venezuela.
San Miguel County.
San Miguel County has some of the
finest marble In the west If not in
the entire United States and there
will soon be four or five large quarries In operation.
The Las Vegas
Marble Company is now preparing
stone for market, but only in a small
If their efforts are successful
way.
and a ready market Is found for the
stone ns promised, their plant will be
enlarged to fill nil demands.
H. E. Blake, returned from Denver
Friday, where he took 5,070 pounds of
sample stones from the quarries of the
San Miguel Development
Company
nnd his report could not be more satisfactory.
Deputy Clerk A. A. Sena has personally seen the members of the city
council of Las Vegas and secured their
agreement to have a dumping ground
located in the hills outside of the city
and to prevent people from throw in?
their refuse into the Galllnas river.
The odor arising from the river where
garbage has been dumped is almost
unbearable to residents and owners
of property south of the Bridge street
bridge and is very unsanitary.
Argument was had before Judge
Mills in chambers at Las Vegas Friday upon the motion of the defendants
through Messrs, Spiess and Davis,
their attorneys, to strike out the complaint brought by the citizens of the
city of Las Vegas against the county
commissioners of San Miguel County,
in which an injunction is asked to restrain the county commissioners from
paying the water and light bills of
the town of Las Vegas for a period of
two years. Messrs. Long and Ward
appeared for Dr. F. E. Olney and other citizens who signed the complaint.
The court reserved its decision.
D. E.

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or addresa,
R. W. CUBTIS,
8mthweitern Pattenger

i

if?
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IX PASO,

.

H

T1X.

'

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Teiaa.

P. TuitNta,

K.

m.

Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Texas.
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SPECIAL
jAuUnMuli
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Via
Usui

PaclliG Raiiwau

Through Standard Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Tourist Pullman Sleeping Cars
Through Free Reclining Chair Cars
All Cars Kept

Fresn ana cool ny Eieciric Fans

C.

S

I

it

Ira

H. C. POST,
Gr. W. F & F. A.
1700

j

Stout Street, Denver,

H. GIXET,

n

Mr. and Mrs. OrviUe Strong, Dodge-vlllWisconsin; W. H. Andrews, Albuquerque: George D. Stateson, Kan
sas City; .1. S. Richards, C. C. Richards, Jr., Odgen, Utah; John H. Riley,
Colorado Springs; D. D. Coper, ChiThomas A, Walker, Stanley,
cago;
Kansas; W. H. Rishel. wife and daugh-tor- ,

Velarde.
Claire.
W. R. Swanson, Omaha; H, J. Sand-

JR.,
T, P,

Colo.

.

Palace.

n is,
.1.

HOTEL ARRIVALS

A

Fl

Th at Made Milwaukee Famous.
sourl; B. M. Donaldson, El Paso; E.
M. Pepper, San
B.
O.
Francisco;
Earl
Hughes, Richmond, Missouri:
Beckham, William White, Burton, Kansas; Charles A. Wilson, Augusta, Kansas; James Curry, Mrs. Eva Cucry
Redman,, Espanola; R. W. Hoyt, Las
Vegas.
Normandie. ,
F, C. Drown, Las Vegas; Mrs. Albert
Burton, El Paso; Mr. nnd Mrs. A.
Lentz, Lowell, Arizona; Mary
Mary Kohl, Cedar Rapids, Iowa:
J. E. Kavanough Albuquerque; W. M.
Taylor, O. P. Swope, Wichita, Kansas; M. P, Evans, R, E, Robinson,
S. W( Swope, ,T. G. Paup, E
S. McComns, Willard; C. A. Blanken-shlp- ,
Earl Scott, Eldorado, Kansas;
Henry Meyer, San Marcial; George F.
Howell Jr., Pasadena; S. A. Keller,
Corpus Christ!, Texas; J. C. Black,
Eldorado, Kansas; R. W, Lewis, Socorro; F. G. Gorman and son San Antonio, Texas; Mr. and Mrs. E.
Las Vegas: Miss L. Fanning,
Raton; Charlos A. Wilson, Augusta,
Kansas; Mrs. P. D. Campbell and son.
Pueblo: J. H. Bnrkart, John Frank, El
Paso.

TO ENTRY

pro-due-

Best

For

FOX AND WOLF HOUNDS

P8M
bs-i-

WRIT S
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. Good
location. M. C. Miller, Capitol Bldg.

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, leaso or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
& Delgado. Office west side of Plaza.
Legal Blanks of every description
and conforming to the laws of New
Mexico are on hand and for sale by
the New Mexican Printing Company.
Modest Claima Often Carry the Most
Conviction.
When Maxim, the famous gun Inventor, placed his gun beforo a committee of judges, he stated Us carrying power to he much below what
he felt sure the gun would accomplish. The result of the trial" was
therefore a great surprise, instead of
It is the same with
disappointment.
the manufacturers of Chamberlain's
Cholic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. They do not publicly boast of
all this remedy will accomplish, but
prefer to let the users make the state'
ments. What they do claim, is that
it will positively cure diarrhoea, dysentery, pain in the stomach and how-eland has never been known to fall.
For sale by ail druggists.
s

NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND
ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906

For the above occasion the Santa Fe
will sell tickets to Minneapolis and
return at a rate of $31.30.
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th;
good for return passage SeDt. 30th.
190fi.

LOW RATES TO SANTA FE, N. M.,
Via the Santa Fe Railway.

From Denver, Colorado Springs and
ihe best English- strains
America; 40 years exper- Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets
ience In breeding these fine at one fare for the round trip, Dates
hound for my own sport, 1 of sale June 6, 12, 14, 19, 26; July 10,
now oirer thnni for sjle.
19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 31; August 7, 14,
Send Stamp for Catalogue.
21, 2:i, 24, 2; September 3, IS, 25, 27,
LBJllIOSPfirH. Slblev, Jackson Co., Mo 28, 2fl; October 2, 9, 16;' limit 8ft days
from date of sale. For particulars Inquire of ray agent, Santa Fe.
of
In

H.

S. LTJTZ,

Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

-

H. S. LUTZ,
Fe, N. M.

"AND

THE WORLD GOES ON."
The above is the title to a new song
that Is gaining In population every
day. The "Bon Ton" is the title of
the best, lunch counter and hotel In
Santa Fe, which Is also gaining in
popularity. When you eat there once
you have a longing desire to continue
Plsssant, Palatable,
Tsite Good. Do Hood, a customer. And the world still gnos
Kerer Sicken, Weaken Potent,
or Gripe, Me, tie. We. tienf
sold la bulk. The genuine tablet stamped COO. on.
Are you glad?
uaaranteed to nan or your

ers, Louisiana; Leandro Baca, Socorro; Perfecto Armijo, B. Williams, Albuquerque; J. G. Paup, Wichita, Kan-saH. M. Stary, Bisbee; Mr. and
Mrs. Walter M. Taber, Glorieta: E.
money
M. Howard, El Paso; Alexander Road,
Sterllnj Remedy Co., Chicago or .Y, w8
Tierra Amarilla; W. O. Turley, Boise, ANUAL
TEN
MILLION BOXES
SALE,
Idaho; David Houston, St. Joseph, Mis- -

or Diabetes

4

Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs
and Pueblo via the Denver & Rio
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to
September 30, final limit October 31st
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo in
either direction. To Denver and return $22.55. To Pueblo and return
$17.55. To Colorado. Springs and return $19.55.
F. H. M'BRIDE, Agent.
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.

The Bowels

jfoght's Disease

e

Thre in more Catarrh In clils suction to
country than all other dlseusui put together,
and until the last few years v. it supposed to
For a great many years
be Incurable.
dootorn pronounced It a local dliense and
rntnodimi.
ami by conatantly
local
prescribed
tailing to cure with local treatment, pronounced It Incurable. Sclenco baa proven
oatarrh to he a constitutional disease and
therefore requires constitutional treatment.1
Hall's Catarrh Cure, niaiiiii'untiired by B. .
Cheney & Co.. Toledo, Ohio, is the only constitutional cure on the market, It is taken
l.
internally in doses from 10 drops to
It acts directly on the blood and
mucous surfaces of the system. They otter
one hundred dollars for any case it fails to
cure. Send for circulars and testimonials,
address: F J.CHKNia A CO.. Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by DrupsistB, 75c.
Take Hall s Family Pills fo constipation

'"

THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY

Several Sections on La Plata River in Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
San Juan County Again Public
Raising Abundance of Water.
Domain.
The Espanola Valley of the - Rio
miles north
A recent Washington dispatch says Grande beginning twenty
that the. secretary of the interior has of Santa Fe and extending north
miles to Fbudo is pervacated his order on August 19, 100, twenty-fivwithdrawing certain lands In New haps the greatest irrigated valley in
Mexico in connection with the La New Mexico. No other valley has a
Plata irrigation project in so far as it better climate, soil, variety of
affects the following described lands
or more abundant supply of
and has restored the tract to entry:
water for Irrigation. The soil in this
W.
iNAV
NV
NE
valley is free from alkali, cold, Stormy
SYV.
and NW.
Sec. 4.
winters or excessively hot summers;
5
SE.
NR.
Sec.
T. 29 N R. it is
shut in by high mountains and
13 W.
as a fruit district the conditions are
Also E.
SV.
and iW.
SE.
almost perfect. Thousands of acres
Sec. 3a, T. 30 N R. 13 W.
These lands are desired for home- lie Uncultivated and eighty per cent
stead entry, nnd investigations show of the wa ters of the great Rio Grande
that their restoration will not affect roll hy unused. Home seekers are
the La Plata project. They will not settling here rapidly and more are
become subject to entry, filing or se- welcomed to help make this beautiful
lection under tho public land la ws un- valley the best in the Rockies.
til ninety days after tho publication
For further particulars in general,
of such notice as the department may
prices of hearing orchards, Improved
lU'pserlbe,
and unimproved lands, etc., address
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and ImOld Chronic Sores.
migration agent, Espanola, New
As a dressing for old chronic sores
there is nothing so good as Chamberlain's Salve. While it is not advisWHAT WE WILL DO.
able to heal old sores entirelyl they
should be kept In a good condition, Whenever you want an easy shave
for which this salve is especially val- As good as barbers ever gave,
uable. For sore nipples Chamber- Just call on us at our salon
lain's Salve has no superior. For sale At morn or eve or busy noon.
We'll curl and dress the hair with
by all druggists.
grace,
We'll suit the contour of your face.
REMEMBER1
That the Bon Ton Is the only eating Our razor sharp and scissors keen,
house in the city of Santa Fe that Our shop is neat and towels are clean,
keeps open at night. The doors are And everything we think you'll find
never closed and you can get some- To suit the taste and olease the mind.
thing to eat at any hour of the dav or First class bath room, T. W. Robert's
0. K. Barber Shop, 247 Salmon Block,
night,
San Francisco Street. Santa Fe, N. M.

J. E.

"For months I had crest tronbls with
stomsch
sad ned sll kinds of medicines. Mr my
tongue ass
re,n
bresth hsTlns
J"l!"jrf""llJI!,M
a
odor. Two weeks sgo s friend recommended
Csnosrnts snd after uslne them I can willingly and
eheerfully say that they have entirely cureJme. I
therefore let you know that 1 shall recommend
them to any one suffering from such troubles."
Ohas. B. Uslpun, IDs BlThiglon 8t., New Tork, H.T.

II I II
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LANDS RESTORED

Merriam, Denver.

BAD BREATH

11

Cures Backache
Corrects
Irregularities

will cure any case of Kidney or Bladder Disease not
bevond the reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.

Burl-ane-

Coronado.
L. LuMoch, Globe, Arizona;

.

(HUH

i

Write us and we will take pleasure in furnishing detailed

7

Cartwright & Bro.
260 San Francisco St., Santa
B.

Santa

LICENSE LAW.
new marriage license law reprobate clerks to post three
of the new Jaw In conspicuous
In each precinct.
The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly
on cardboard and Is now ready to fill
orders in English or Spanish at fifty
A "want ad" In the New Mexican cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders Immediately,
brings sure results.
MARRIAGE

The
quires
copies
places

PROPOSALS JfOTt BRICK WAREHOUSE.
of the Interior, Office of Indian Affairs, Washington. D. C. June 27.
1906, Sealed proposals, Mainly marked 011
the outside of the envelope, "Proposals for
Warehouse. Albuquerque. New Mexico, and
addressed to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs. Washington, D. ft, will be received
at the Indian office until o'clock, P. Mof
July ,1t, 1906, for furnishing and delivering
the necessary materials and labor required
to construct and complete n brick warehouse with freight elevator and electric
'light, at the A buquerqne School Mew Mexico. In strict accordance with plans, specifications, and instructions to "bidders, which
may be examined at this Office, the offioes of
the"Cltlzen"' Albuquerque. New Mexico, the
"New Mexican" , Santa Fe, New Mexico, the
"Republican". Tlenver. Colorado, the "Arizona Gazette". Phoenix, riaona the Build-eA Traders' Exchanges, at Omaha. Nebraska, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, St. Paul,
Minnesota, Minneapolis. Minnesota, the
Northwestern M nufnuturers' Association,
the U. S. Indian WareSt. Paul. Mlnne-ora- ,
houses, at Chioagn, Illinois St. Louis. Mia.
sonrl, Omaha, Nebraska, New York, NY
and at the School For further Information
apply to Charles H Dickson. Supervisor In
charge. Albuquerque New Mexsco. C T,
LARRABEE, lotlng Commissioner.

MONDAY,

SANTA

JULY 23, 1906.
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NEW MEXICAN, SAN'iA FE, H.U.
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PECCARIES
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By NORA BRYANT
U
O

Copyright,

lm,

bu Hiibu

LEW, N.

Bolen is 31 roilps south of Albuquerque, N. M., kt the junc-

Down lu the forests of the southwest
there are certain regions where one
never ventures to stroll without a ride,
and where, even with a rifle, one keep
an eye open for clinibable trees. For
here are found peccaries; peccaries by
the ones, twos, and by the hundreds
the ferocious wild pig; the one animal
from which an experienced hunter will
run.
Walnwrlght had been told all this.
Every Inhabitant of the ranch had taken unlimited satisfaction In detailing
to the young Englishman the horrors
of a "death by peccaries" and in impressing cm him the means by which
such death could be avoided. But
Walnwright only smiled knowingly.
He had heard before of the way these
Americans like to fable to a tenderfoot.
He did not propose to swallow everything. Even Billy, the old time chum
on whose ranch he was spending a few
months, felt It Ills duty to utter a word
or two of warning. But Walnwright
was only politely bored.
The sun rose very clearly that winter
morning. After the days of raw rains
and mists that had preceded it, the
woods, brown and sodden, seemed
beautiful to Walnwright.
He swung along, his pipe going like
furnace, his One shoulders squarely
back as lie took In deep breaths of the
exhilarating nlr and bin tawny hair
catching now and then a gleum of the
sun as It flickered through the trees.
His rifle was tucked very obediently
under one arm, but lie was not hunting.
He was tramping through the woods
for the Englishman's mere love uf
tramping.
The sodden leaves under foot yielded
up a damp, earthy smell (hat wan very
pleasant to this earth loving man. The
trees rustled In n eoinpaulonly way; a
rabbit or two scurried through the
bushes; his tobacco bad just the right
flavor, and Walnwright would have
been very contented had It not been
for his constant thought of illlly's sister. Things had been going on beatific-alluntil the silly quarrel ot yesterday, and now he never would have the

tion of tho Main Line of the Santa

.

PANTRDWAIN-WRIOBT-

courage tn ask her if she would adopt
permanent abiding
England for
place.
He stopped and stooped to tie his
shoe. As he straightened himself again
be beard a tentative "Oof!" near by.
A rough coaled pig was standing a rod
or so from him. watching him with
ugly little eyes.
"Hello, piggy!" said Wainwright genially, "Are you one ot the peccaries
I heaV such shameful tales about?
They ought tn he ashamed to malign
such a harmless little chap as you."
Ha relighted his pipe, picked up his
rifle and started toward the peccary.
"Out of the way, Mr. Vig," he said.
The peccary did not stir. "Oof!
Oof!" he said.
"Oof! Oof!" was answered from a
nearby bush, and "Oof! Oof!" from
halt a dozen different directions. Out
trotted half a dozeu rough coated little
fallows with a businesslike gait and
grouped themselves about the first
comer. Their watchful gaze was a
trifle disconcerting. Walnwright hit
his plpestem a little nervously.
"By Jove," he said, "this Is rather
If there is nothing I
embarrassing!
can do for you gentlemen, perhaps you
will step aside and let me pass?" And
he took a resolute step forward. The
peccaries, with little grunts, held tbelr
ground.
All this time their number had been
steadily augmented until Walnwright
was facing fifty of the ugly little
brutes. He looked about.
"Gads, I guess the natives were
right, and Billy was not stuffing me,
after all; at least as far as the beasts'
numbers and attentiveuess go. I certainly am not going to try to shoot at
a close range as this. The brutes
might charge."
The foremost peccary drew a little
nearer. HI neighbors each took a
forward step. Those on the outer edge
shoved each other a little closer. There
wag a peculiar ugliness about the little
brutes that was. almost sickening.
Their dark little bodies, swarming unpleasantly close, made him think of a
tale an East Indian soldier bad told
him of a man who was eaten alive by
a countless swarm of black spider,
He looked at their slavering, champing tusks and atepped slowly backward. The peccaries circled In closer,
and Walnwrlght stopped, lifted his
rifle, took deliberate aim and" fired at
the leader. There were loud "Oofs!"
and a quickening forward of the whole
mast.
. Walnwrlght recalled Billy's warning:
"Remember that when you strike a
hard of peccaries you are up against
a new proposition. Tbey fear nothing
a
BP the footstool. .When you stelk
--

Fe System
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Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, size SStUC fret, laid

out with broad 80 and

streets, with alleys

70-fo-

SO

fet

wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old

shade trees; public

school House,

coding $16,000;

church-

es; Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people; (several large mercantile establishments; the Bolen Patent Roll
or Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery, three hotels, restaurauts, etc., Belen is the largest shipping point

Its importance as a great commercial
city in the near futUTe cannot hb estimated.
Mexico.

railroad

JOHN BECKER,

UMITED EXPRESS,

WEIGHT

,W2.

f 8GER,

if

BELEN,

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered ro in tho center of tho city,, ml prated (many of them improved by rrlh'vation); no sand or
We .wed a first

gravel.

clais Uk..Ty, tailor shop, thoa

honse, jeweler, plumbing shot, planing mill, float
yard, drug store,

prim

title perfect
ps-ili-.

shop,

efos.,

itn.,

ind

wrtoj

a

I fit elai,

mj

payment;

iiv

hotl.

modem
Our

burner

Two-third-

;

of Into

r

low anil tftrms on

Onvtlurd

warranty deeds.

purchase money,

may Temaii. on note, with mortgage

s

curity, for one year, with
Apply at once for

Pmi4i

MAIL AND

''RAIN'S OP XI 113 SANTA FU WILL OC

OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO

BELEN TOWNSITE

for wool, flour, wheat, wine, boans and hay in Central New

FAST

ALL

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to San Francisco, Los Angelcn, El

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Cat-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y
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"FiSTEB, JANET, FASTER!"
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8 per cent,

interest theraon.

mi? ind prim, if

you wish tn secure

the choicest lots, ta

SamUry.
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.V.U

The Belen Town and Improvement Company
S.
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herd JusT "fnrgcl that yon
hunted
lOepliniita or tigers, drop your rifle nnd
run for the nearest, tree."
Wainwright gave n last glance at the
hundred cruel eyes fastened on blm,
dropped his title and gave one spring
to the trunk of tho nearest tree, barely
escaping the forward rush of. the pec- caries. A moment later lie was seated
In the lowest crotch, breathing; hard,

with the peccaries pawing, grunting
nnd rooting below him.
"I wonder how long this will last,"
he thought. "If little Jano could sea
me she certainly would tblnls I was
getting my punishment for being so
surly this morning."
For nu hour Walnwrlght snt in his
uncomfortable position, trying to find
solace in his pipe and growing move
and more irritated.
The peccaries
seemed untirlug In their vigilance, apd
be shuddered at the possibility of falling among them If he dropped asleep.
Far off through the woods he could
see a lino of snake fence. He wondered if he dared run for It.
Just then he caught the gloaming of
of a blue
nwu among the trees. It
was Jane, wandering off to look for
hlin. "She should have known better!
Heavens, It's my fault;" he thought.
His heart stood still within biui. Then
he tore off his coat, vest aud cap and
with a blood curdling yell (brew them
far toward the outer edge of the herd.
Like light nlngi.be little animals turned
lu among themselves and fought for
the gai'uiunls. Waiuwright dropped
from the tree and flew toward the now
terror stricken girl. Without a word
but "Come!" lie seized her hand and
started In mad flight toward the fence.
Almost Immediately he heard the peccaries behind them, but their start was
good. Closer and closer sounded the
sickening grunts.
'faster, Jnney, faster!" panted
Walnwrlght, and the girl quickened
her pace to bis. Walnwrlght gave a
single backward glance. The foremost
peccary was only a few feet behind
them. Before them was a gully perhaps five feet wide. If only they could
leap that! He knew that the peccaries
could not jump, but. would be forced to
wade the brook. With the thought
they were across It, though Janey
'tumbled aud fell Just: on the other
side. But Wainwrlght bad ber up
again without breaking his speed.
The fence was now so near that he
could see the dead goldonrod on the
other side, now so near that he saw
the moss on the top rail, and now he
lifted Jane and tossed ber to the other
side Just as the peccaries burled themselves at. bis legs. But be, too, was
over, and the peccaries rooted and tore
In vain at the strong old barrier.
Little Jane threw her arms about
him. "Oh, Ijawrence," she cried, "I'll
never be cross again as long as I
live!"

Walnwright held her close. "Tf it
ends this way," he said, "I hope you
will he cross often."
Bachelor Han Wtattohoi-- .
Iu the earlier days of the fame of the
poet Whit t ier, when already his name
was widely known and honored, but
did not yet command the almost .universal recognition it had won in his old
age, a visitor to Amesbury occasionally
had difficulty In finding where be lived.
His house was In an out of the way
part of the town, and bis name pronounced by the country folk In two
syllables Instead of three was not uncommon In the neighborhood, tt is related that one admirer, after much
search and many failures, made Inquiries of a rural gentleman of venerable
appearance, who seemed to take a
kindly Interest In satisfying the querist, but suggested successively the
dwolllngs of several Whlttiers, who
proved on further description not to be
the one. At length the old fellow remembered with sudden enlightenment
that there waa one Whtttler more, and,
slapping his thigh, he drawled with deliberate triumph:
"Now I've got him sure. You mean
that old bachelor man that lives with
an old maid sister daown by tho mills.
He's a Wbiteber too."
And this "Whltcher," a despised bachelor and an afterthought, was indeed
the right oue.
The New Mexican Printing
is prepared to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, Invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low aa compatible
with good work. ' Call at the New
Mexican office and examine
samples
and prices.
Com-oan-

Subscribe for the New Mexican.
We print the newa the day It
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The Mexican Central has recently
on the Easier decorations." observed
Carrie, indifferently, "und his head is placed on salo tickets to New York and
full of that Just now. He spent all Inst return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tamplco,
evening at my house."
"Because you're the organist, and
he's trying to Improve the music," said
' Laud knows, there's room
Alice.
enough. I'm going to have him in to
supper I'ridny, just as a friend."
There were some minutes of silence,
du.'ug which the girls walked on, several feet opart; then they came together again, giggling.
Just behind them was a neatly clad
figure, alone. At first this girl had paid
no attention to tho convenmtlon In
front; then, as the tones grow more Insistent and she understood, she fell behind, ber face growing thoughtful.
Tbrej young men "pushed by her,
nnd yet evidently afraid to
advance, for they only went on a few
steps, nnd then slackened their pace.
"I tell you, boys, I won't stand this
thing much longer," she heard one of
them declare hotly. "This makes two
Thursdays I've been turned down, and
I thought everything was all right, and
I've even been on the lookout for a
house.
Of course, I wouldn't say this
to you" apologetically and lowering
his voice, though not so low but the
girl behind was obliged to hear "but

minister had
three months, and already the
Thursday evening attendance hnd more
than doubled, and there were premonitions that several presumptive engagements would not come off, nnd yet
Burke Ellson was not a ladles' man lu
any sense of the word. He was fresh
from his theological course, diffldeut,
earnest nnd with his heart In the upbuilding of this, bis first tliurch, and
his abilities were of so commonplace
an order as to seem brilliant only In an
village like Itoitvllle.
This Thursday evening the attendance was unusually large, and among
the twenty or more girls there were
nearly half as many hoys, red, embar
rassed nnd waiting Impatiently for the
close of the service.
As they tiled out Carrie Morse, the
organist, paused at the door for a lei- - you two art being treated iu the same
way. What's the matter,. do you tbink
--him?"
"No, just girls' foolishness," answered oue of his companions. "Ellison
Isu't a Mormon, und, besides, everybody can see he doesn't care for girls.
He's afraid of them. 1 guess ours are
only trying to see how much strain we
will bear."
"Um! Maybe you're right" doubtfully "but I feel as though I ought to
be pinning the thing down somewhere
and starting a row. if only be wasn't
quite so so absolutely uncousclous"
The girl fell back still farther, beyond any possibility of bearing; then
there came a quick, tlrm step behind
her, aud "How fortunate, Miss Jessie. I was
afraid I might not be able to catch up
with you, I wanted"
"To see mo about the new carpet?"
she anticipated.
"No, just to see you," fraukly. "But
I beg your pardon
I wns not to allude to It again until after you finished
schooling. One forgets so easily. I
hope they are all well at home?"
She did uot answer for some moments. When she looked up a tremulous smile was playing about her lips,
but her eyes were clear and steady.
"I withdraw what I told you that
evening. Burke," she said, "and will
answer your request as you wish, and
and you may announce the engagement at once."
He stopped short, his face Joyous,
"J WIS AFRAID I MiOHT NOT UR ABM TO hut Incredulous.
Then lie cnilght her
CATCH CP WITH VOO."
bands.
surely buttoning of her gloves. A hand
"Why, I I don't uuderstund It, Jestouched her arm suggestively, but she sie," be stammered. "What does It
finished the buttoning calmly. Then mean? There was no Intimation of It
she said, without turning: "No, Sam, In your eyes or voice whnu ( spoke to
not tonight. I'm going to walk with you this evening. How came yon to
Alice. We've got things to talk about. to change so suddenly?"
Come," to a girl who was standing
"For the puhlic good, perhaps," she
with a young uiau just inside.
replied thoughtfully. "But never mind;
"All right, I'm ready. No," to her you would uot. understand. Maybe J
companion, "you can't walk borne with will tell you some time. Now you may
me this evening, Tom. It's such n short walk home wilh me."
way, aud Carrie and I want to be together."
Freak of Natoi'e.
As they went down the path n third
The most wonderful piece of natural
girl joined them, running from a boy sculpture in the world may be seen by.
whoso arm half rose In ineffectual pro- any visitor to the Capo Verde Islands.
test. The girl was giggling.
of natural art work is
This
"I guess I'll walk with you, girls," without doubt the most colossal and
to
cold
she cried. "We've Just got
marvelous frenk known to the geoloshoulder those boys a. little or they'll gists nnd geographers. San Vincente
begin to think they own us. aud lwe Is the principal towu of the Islands.
don't want their company that way. As the ship enters the harbor of the
lint Isn't he sweel ':"
above named place one sees a bold
"Lovely," Carrie answered. She re ridge of dark volcanic rocks lying In
corthe
newcomer
the
through
garderl
the distance. The crest of this ridge
ners of her eyes. "Funny," she com- forms an exact likeness of Washingmented, "you've been keeping company ton, tbe figure lying apparently face
with John two years."
upward, as If In sleep. The large,
"That's just tho trouble," the girl bold features, tbe backward wave of
giggled, "It's getting too settled. But the hair, the rotund form of the massyou've been going with Sam most as ive shoulders and even the frills on
long, Carrie, and folks do sny oh. you his colonial shirt are reproduced on
You and Tom
needn't lnngh, Alice.
of such
a scale
magnitude and
arc pretty much lu the samel mat. But
as to be absolutely startling.
grandeur
never mind; you're both like me, and The
fidelity ot the outline Is such that
feel It's getting too settled. The boys tbe freakish forms assumed by the
need a. little little mora uncertainty."
stalactites and stalagmites in the well
"There never was anything between known natural caverns are not suitasaid
Carrie, shortly. ble
Sain nnd me,"
comparisons. This strange natural
"We'ro Just, friends."
monument
to the greatest of American
I
"That's what Tom and
are," de- heroes Is the first
object to meet the
clared Alice. "It's silly the way folks gaze of tbe
observing sightseer as he
talk. What nre you snickering about,
approaches the Cape Verde Islands.
Lou?"
With tbe boundless ocean for IU backthe
third
girl;
"Oh, nothing," giggled
and tho tropical sky overhangground
If
'twas
"only I was sort of wondering
is no flight of the Imagination
it
It,
ing
him." Then, inconsequently, "He's when we
say that the freak forms a
comlug over to my house Thursday. tableau of overpowerlug magnificence.
He asked If it would be convenient
when I came In this evening."
We print the latest and best newa.
'Xhat's because yotrjH) aommittee
The
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spec-line-

Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTC,

v.a TOUrfANCE GATEWAY.

thence via the famous Ward Steam-sL!Line to New York. Tho return
FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
will he by rail over any line to El
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLr
Paso. The entire trip, covering thousands of miles, Hnvnnn, Cuba, nnd Its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and a
dozen of the largest cities of the United States, enn be made for 122.50. A
more delightful
trip can not be
planned, as
privileges are
allowed and tho tickets are good for
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the!
"Paris of America."
Further lnfor- mation can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, El
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As-- ;
sistnnt General Passenger Agent, City
stop-ove-
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of Mexico.

If you cannot afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribe fur tho Weekly
New Mexican Review and get the
cream of the week's doings. It la a
good paper to send to your frlenda.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."

try

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

Montwuui
Lodgo No
1, A. F. & A. M. Itegu
lar communication ilrsi
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7: SO
p. m.

II. K STEPHEN,

W. M.

ALAN II. McPOnn, Cecy.

Santa Fo Chaplor, No,
1, n. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masnnio Hall at 7: SO

t.

m.

s.

spitz, n.

p.

ARTHUR SEUOMAN, Bccy.

Santa Fo Commandery No.
Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall al
":20 p. m.
W. E. CRIFFIN, B. C.
W. II. KENNEDY, Recorder.
jS

AmJfP

1. K. T.

Santa Fa Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite of Scottish Free Masonry meets
on the third Saturday of each month
at 7: SO o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hnll, south side ot Plaza
Visiting Scottish Rite Freo Masons are
cordially Invltod to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN HASLET, S3.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Bee.
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I O. O. T
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX KALTElt, N. Q.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San FrRncIsco street
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. 0.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. B.
R. H. BOWLER, Master ot Flnanca.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lod,e, No. 4C0, B. P. 0. 1.,
Uoldt Its regular session on the second

and fourth Wednesdays ot each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and welNORMAN L. KINO, 1. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

FRATERNAL UNION.
.uUk Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall.
San Francisco street Visiting Frafr
ers welcome.
R, L. BAaTa. fraternal Master.
DAVID GONZALB8. Seoy.
MAQOll O. MONTOTA, Trass.

Connections at Torrance, New Maxico, vUth El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa Fe,
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Fe
with the Denver & Rio Grr.nde Railroad.
8peclal attention given to handling of pasenyers and freight,
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Wand & Pacific Railway, via
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
8. 8. ORiMSHAW,
W, H. ANDREWS,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Pres. and Gen, Mgr.
FRANK OIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treat.
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
J, P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pss. Agt.
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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rRubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND Y0UESELF WBITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE C0UESE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TiME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3E0AUSE THEY SAVE
TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

inches long
tic
Stamp, not over
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2J and not over Z inches long. .20c
Each additional line on came stamp, 15c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 3J and not over 5 inches long. . . .25-Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
c
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 5 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizea at proportionate prices.
inch in size, we charge
Where type used is over
inch or fraction.
for one line for cash one-haDATES, ETC.
$1.00
Tjocal Dater, any town and date for ten years
10c
ledger Datcr, month, day ind year in
8Sc
line
Dntcr
Regular
Defiance or Model Band Datcr
.$1.50
Fae Simile Signatures, Ruhbor Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.C0
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
lix?J, 10c; 2r3i, 15c; 2ix3J, 25c; 2x4J, 35c; 3Jx6J, 50c;
One-lin- e

one-ha-
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TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

flEW HEXICAJJ PRISTIJG CO.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

,

PACE

SANTA

EIGHT.

GROCER,

BAYERS,

Francisco Street.
Meat Market Telephone

MONDAY, JULY 23, 1908

NEW MEXICAN, SANTA 1'E, N. M.

BUTCHE!M0RrLLEv BIG POW WOWOF REDMEN

RUSSIANS

Kansas Men Working With Friends Of New Mexico Held at Albuquerque
and Nelahbors to Come to Sun
Big Ball Election of
shine Territory.
Officers.

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
No. 250 San
Telephone No. 4.

m

CREATE

San Michael's College

(Continued From Page One)

C. A. Wilson, who recently made- a
Albuquerque, N. M., July 23. What
homestead entry about three miles was probably the most successful
east of Mcintosh, Torrance County, Is meeting of the Oreat Council of
in New Mexico, was brought to
again In tills city, .having reached (here
last week with a party of homeseekers a close in Albuquerque Friday night
from the vicinity of Augusta, and El- with a grand ball and social,
The following offioers were elected
dorado, Kansas, There were four peo
ple wiih him of whom three became for the ensuing year;
Great Sachem, Leon L. Godchaux,
actual settlers and made homestead
entries. Mr. Wilson is well pleased of TJemtng; great senior sagamore,
with the conditions and agricultural David Denka, of Albuquerque; great
prospects of the Estancla Valley and junior sagamore, William B. Mills of
artesian water should be struck Las Vegas; great chief of records, C.
anywhere In tho valley, foe sees a MoElroy, of Las Vegas; great keeper
great future there. On the first Tues-- I of wampum, W. M. Lewis, of Las Ve
day In August, Mr. Wilson expects
gas; representative to the great counparty of intending immigrants cil of the United States, L. L. Godfrom lils part of Kansas and he will chaux, of Deming, Tor the next two
likely remain hero In order to meet its years; board of appeals, A. D.
of Roswell, chairman, E. F.
members, he knowing a good many of
tih'Pin.
Mr. Wilson has Tented a farm Kenney, of Gallup; and George A.
near Augusta upon which there Is a Blake of Albuquerque; great, sanap,
of Albuquerque;
good corn crop this year. As soon as John Motzen.bacher,
this Is gathered, he proposes to bring great meschlnawaa, George Weigfe,
H.
Ms horses and other live stock, great guard of the wigwam, J.
wagons, farming implements and fur- Bovd: great guard of the forest, C.
niture to his homestead claim In the B. Jones.
He called at the
Estancla Valley.
Albuquerque was teleoted as the
office of the Bureau of Immigration place of tho next meeting, It having
and wns furnished with a number of been chosen again n account of its
copies of the bulletin entitled "Ho! accessibility.
To the Land of Sunshine," which he
will send to his friends and Intend
ing settlers in the Sunflower State, ARIZONA PRISON
that they may inform themselves on
HEAVY EXPENSE
the resources and eowliitlons of the
Sunshine Territory.
Cost $61,000 and Over to Run Institu-

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

and to permit the addition of other
precincts of the International Court,
classes of controversies by each naICED TEA.
tion, after the original ratification of
ICE CREAM.
CEYLON TEA is doubtless the beat
the treaty.
Jello Ice Cream powder makes it
one in
In this war each nation can put the
f.nv to nave ice cream ai win. iu for iced tea. We have a goodWe also
tn r nnnrt hulk at 35 cents per pound.
treaty i.ito operation in a wider area.
rooking, just add a
PanLiiase ami
2 packages for carry in packages
by its own act, between itself and all
of milk and freeze.
other nations which have previously
horn's, Monsoon and Lipton's.
cents.
designated or which might subsequently designate the same classes of questCOFFEE.
GRADE
HIGH
FERNDELL SOAP.
ions ae arbitrable under the terms of
We especially recommend the coffee
Ferndell toilet soap should retail at
the treaty.
By this provision all
Tsggr,
we carry n
25 cents for a box of three bars. In of Chase and Sanborn,
nations can be parties to the same
sellare
order to introduce quickly we
treaty, and yet its scope would be
number of blends.
wider between the backward nations
ing at 20 cents per box.
5 pound sacks towel blend, $1.15.
FORTY-EIGHTYEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.
The British, members of the Inter- THE
towel.
Each sack makes a good
stand
will
a
make
parliamentary Union
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.
STARCH.
5 pound Milk Pail blond. $1.25. packfor consideration by the Second Hague
small
quantity ed in a good milk can.
Wo have BPcured a
Conference of this question, which
of laundry starch put up in three lb
held Lie foremost place in the
1
pound White paol;a?o, 25c.
of the Czar In his call for the
boxes which we offer at twenty cents
2 for 55c.
1
Yellow
package,
pound
first Hague Conference, and which
por box. That's probably loss than
1 pound Maroon package, 30c.
"fir
was subordinated by that conference
you're paying,
35c.
to the real constructive work of orpound Green package,
ganizing an International Court of Ar1
pound Gray package, 40c.
There Is a considerable
GOOD CIGARS CHEAP.
bitration.
The White package is a pleasing
In order to sell them quick we offer
party in every National Parliament
the
yel
which has been laying the emphasis of
our present stock of Lillian Russell blend of mild drinking coffees;
the Ma- the arbitration movement upon the
flgars at $1.50 for a box of 50. This low package a ngood Salvador;
fnncv siarcaiuo uk
Is a regular standard cigar which sells
limitation of Armaments. There is
packthe
and
such a party In the United States ConCray
the country over at five cents.
a
Java;
green good
Inand
probMark
gress and it is probable that the
jva,
age is a Fancy
cenwill
ever
London
at
coffee
tellectual
struggle
ably the best drinking
ter around this proposition. The poPET CREAM.
brought to Santa Fe. We also carry
ten
sition which has been taken by RichThere is no brand of canned cream this coffee in bulk and in five and
ard Bartholdt, the President of the
that gives better satisfaction than the pound cans.
American groug of the InterparliaPET. We have it in three sizes at 5, SEAL BRAND COFFEE, per lb, 40c.
mentary Union i", that the work of
.) and 12 12. It is pure and the
tion Last Year Guards Pay
natural llavor is retained.
constructing an International deliberPANAMA
CANAL
Item.
LOAN
Large
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER.
ative body must precede the decrease
It chases dirt, and being in a powor even the limitation of Armaments.
OVER
SUBSCRIBED
DENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
Vuma, Ariz., July 23. It cost Arider is easily handled. Sorubs, scours,
In addition to this question of limita
RASPBERRIES.
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS
Will not injure
zona $01,(502 last year to maintain the tion of Armaments the reorganization
Denver grown raspberries are now cleans and polishes.
Bring Premiums From Three to Four
Yuma. The re- of
at
scratch or mar wood,
territorial
nor
will
prison
the
Union
hands,
and
condition
Per
Cent
in
the
forward
Shaw
good
Interparliamentary
Secretary
coming
in
10 cents,
ceipts from the prison were $7,318, ac- be discussed. The report of the Comnd Wert.
at reasonable prices. Better buy now marble or metal, price
Greatly Pleased.
Connection at Daavor with Hfl line
cans.
been
has
which
to
the
top
Teport
siftins
cording
large
mission on International Congress
If you wish any to put up.
Lines.
which
Other
of
Low
out
board
as
the
sent,
Union
control,
Rate
the
by
at
News from Washington is to the efTime
favors the reorganization of
Quick and
fect that bids were opened there Fri- looks after all the territorial institu- in such form that this body in due
Pana- tions. The report on affairs at the time become a sort of International
day for the 30,000,000
llfBAflv-i'ma Canal
bonds under Secretary territorial prison reflect credit on House of Representatives, whose memLEVI A. HCGHES.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
Shaw's circular of July 2. Although Warden Jerry Mlllay. Large as the bers come from the Parliaments, and
HUGHES & DELGADO.
with the perno awards will be made, It Is evident entiro expense seems, It Is a fact nev capable of
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through
that the entire issue has been sub- ertheless, that the cost of mainten manent Conference n't the Hague
No Tiresome Delays at Any Station.
aU.
scribed for at an average of from ance of each prisoner is less than whose members will be selected by
We havn some choice property for the person with small capital and
nation.
of
each
of
42
103.94
hat
Executives
our
to
cents
103.90.
and
Shaw
the
show
property.
Let "9
per day.
ynu
Sercetary
rain bargains for me weanny
Union Now Has 200 Members.
other officials of the treasury departThe expense sheet, when compared
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
Office West Bide of Pla a,
For I'lnetrated advertising Matter or Infomatio HAittm .
ment expressed
themselves highly with the California penitentiaries,
At the present time there are about
of
the
S. K. HOOPER, 8. P. md T. A., DENVER, C0L0RA00, or
pleased and entirely satisfied with the shows Arizona up in a good light as two hundred members
Union. The American
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW IUXIC0.
the expense per day for each prisoner
figures obtained.
the
It is apparent that the whole issue is nearly two cents less than at
, Dcleeation will probably advocate
tor
has been subscribed for several times
California. This is true not- adoption of an agressive campaign
over.
One bid of 106 for the whole withstanding the fact that in this ter- tin enlargement of the Union so that
W.
N.
TOWNSENI).
J, W. AKERS.
ten years from this time
Issue came from a man named Lind- ritory
supplies are higher than in within say
It will Include In its membership
say, at New Orleans, but on account California.
and In strength
of conditions named and for other
The greatest expense at the territo- majority in numbers
in every National Parliament.
reasons the bid was not available.
of
mind
rial
is the guard force,
is already true iu a number of
The secretary having stated that whichpenitentiary
would not have to he added to This
serialfor instance in Hungary, iu
the bonds would be numbered
nations,
even if there were twice as many prisAs
ly, beginning with the highest bid, one oners.
Belgium and perhaps In France.
offer was made at 125 for $1,000, thus
vet there are no Groups of the InterEvery prisoner released from Yuma
Union in any of the
securing to the bidder bond No. 1.
is given $5, a $10 suit of clothes and parliamentary
A
Parliaments.
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
Included in the bids are: First NatSouth American
half fare transportation fo 300 miles,
1910
in
We
our
session
Its
stock.
hold
to
to
added
our
been
at
ional
has
of
buy
bank
"Our Place"
Cheyenne, $150,000
proposition
which is the Centennial of the Inde104; A. S. Pratt and Son, for Yankgoods in government bond and can guarantee absolute
ton
at
National
104;
$150,000
bank,
pendence of South America in Bogota,
entrance
Side
purity. Elegant club room in mnnection,
First National bank of Sioux City, la,. SLIGHT SHOCKS
Columbia will be placed on the proto Coronado Hotel,
Conference upon
$150,000 at 103.75.
AT SOCORRO gram of the London
the Initiative of Senor Diego Mendoza,
House of RepresenAKERS & TOWNSEND,
So Indistinct That Only Nervous Peo a member of the
SERVICE BETWEEN
of the Columbian Congress.
tatives
Felt
Them
Confidence
pie
SANTA FE AND LAMY
Restored.
Special to the New Mexican.
SANTA FE TEAM
Improve
Socorro, 4 p. m., July 23. The
Superintendent Kurn Will
Same To Be First
situation
down
WINS BALL GAME
settled
has
earthquake
Class.
and public confidence is returning raphours From Mcintosh Browns at Albuqueidly.
During the twenty-fou- r
A few days ago, the New Mexican of Sunday, there were five shocks, but
rqueScore 8 to 7 Was Closeaddressed James Kurn, superintend- they were so slight as to be hardly
ly Contested.
ent of the New Mexico division of the noticeable.
Since 12 o'clock, last
Saute Fe Railway, calling attention night one Jerk took place, but only
Aaaoaacemata at
fw Weeding Cards
Three vistories out of five games
of that official to the fact that the the very nervous felt it.
tke Maw Maadcam.
played is tne record now held by the
train service Into Santa Fe from Lamy
Santa Fe Centrals In their series of
of late has not been what It should be
baseball contests with the AlbuquerMARKET REPORT.
and that passengers and travelers genque Mcintosh Browns this season.
erally have made many complaints to
The Capital City team yesterday dethe New Mexican concerning the mail
MONEY AND METALS.
feated the Duke City nine by a score
ter. In reply the following letter has
New York, July 23. Money on call of 8 to 7. From all accounts it was
been received from Mr. Kurn:
per cent.
exciting and the outcome was uncerla tka Place fa
Prime mercantile paper B
"Us Vegas, N. M., July 20, 1900.
tain until the final inning. It is said
"Editor Daily New Mexican, Santa Fe,
Silver 651-2- .
to have been one of the most hotly
New Mexico.
New York, July 23. Lead and Cop-pe- contested games seen so far this sea"Dear Sir Yours of July 17.fh. Will
unchanged.
son on the diamond at Albuquerque.
look into and ascertain
St. Louis, July 2v. Spelter steady
what the
Lopez was in the pitcher's box for
M taui&ctare Of
trouble is. I am glad you brought the 5.92.
the local team and he held his opponmatter to my attention
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS,
Can assure
ents down to four scattered hits. Had
you we want to give Santa Fe strlcbly
AND
Chicago, July 23. Wheat,
July he been given perfect support by his
751-2- ;
first class service."
s
a nice bunch of goose eggs
Sept. 761-2- .
would probably have been all the
Corn, Juily 501-8- ; Sept. 501-4- .
would have had coming to
Oats,. July 33
Sept, 32
TWENTY KILLED
:
New Mcxic j.
Santa Fe, :
them. Gallegos performed the twirlPork, Sept $17,321-2- .
IN WRECK
Lard, July $8,871-2- ;
ing stunt for the Browns, but his
Sept. $8,921-8.95.
benders and slants proved an easy
And 24 Injured Result of Collision on
proposition for the Santa Feans. He
Ribs, July $9.25; Sept. $9.25.
FLAT :
: BLANK :
was touched up for a total of fifteen
North Carolina Air
WOOL MARKET.
exfor
counted
which
of
Line.
St. Louts, July 23. Wool steady; hits, several
tra bases.
Raleigh, N. C, July 23. A collision territory and western mediums 22
The baseball grounds were not In
between a freight train and a regular 28; fine medium
fine 14177
1620;
good condition and it was due to
very
passenger train on the Seaboard Air
STOCK MARKET.
this fact that misplays were numerLine lost night, three miles south of
Atchison 88
pfd. 99
The Dr. Carver
ous on both sides.
Hamlet, resulted in the death of four
New York Central 133.
and the almost continuous
exhibition
of the trainmen and sixteen others and
127
Pennsylvania
rains played havoc witfli the diamond,
The
Injured twenty-fou- r
persons.
Southern Pacific 71
which is now filled with ruts and
wreck was due to the failure of the
Union Pacific 1471-4- ;
93.
pfd.
mounds that cause batted balls strikpassenger train to receive orders at
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,
Amalgamated Copper 97
ing the ground to bound and carom
Rockingham.
Steel 35
103
pfd.
off unexpectedly.
LIVE 8TOCK.
For Santa Fe, Pettus carried off
Kansas City, Mo., July 23. Cattle
honors. He is credited
the
OFFICIAL MATTERS,
receipts 13,000 including 4,000 south- with batting
one of which was a
three
hits,
erns steady. Native Steers $4$6.25;
three Backer. Dolfmyer was the only
Southern
Steers
$3
Southern
$5;
Changes at Penitentiary.
on the local team who failed
Cows $2$3.50;
Native Cows and player
Most
Superintendent Arthur Telford, to- to secure at least one single.
Heifers
$2$5.50; Stackers and Feed- of the boys registered two apiece.
J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.
day announced the following changes ers
Bulls $2.40$4.
$2.50$2.60;
in the personnel of the force at the
Hale, Clancy and Corhan were
Western fed Nye,
A GOOD SQUARE MEAL.
Territorial Prison: William Cole of Calves $2.50$6.25;
the
Albuquerqueans who succeedonly
Santa Fe appointed night cell house steers $3.75(5$5.90; Western fed cows ed In connecting safely with Lopez's
Makes a man feel at peace with the
Sheep receipts 6,000
You'll Have to Hurry!
whole world. You ca get it at the
keeper, vice Frank Padiila, dismissed. $2.50$4.5$0.
considered themslvea
Muttons $4.75 $6; Lambs balls and they
H, F. Gillen of Estancla appointed to weak.
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter.
In making one hit each.
lucky
A lady just from Mexico arrived in be
vice Juan Ortega, assign- $5.50$7.50; range wethers $5$6.10;
line-uorder of the
gardener
and
The
batting
a.
fed
Santa Fe yesterday with
beautiful ed to
ewes $4.50$5.4n.
duty as a guard.
were as follows.
Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy
assortment of Mexican drawn work.
Cattle 29,000 two clubsFe
Chicago, July 23.
Promotions of Poetofflce Clerks.
D. Anderson,
c;
Santa
Parsons,
10 cents lower.
She needed money and we bought all
D.
Beeves $4
The postofflce department has an- steady to
2b; L. Anderson, 3d; Pettus, ss; DolfAlmost every family hai need
she had. Come quick and get the nounced
$6.40; Cows and Heifers
$1,25
No. 30.
202
Street.
Water
the
promoArce,
Telephone
postal
following
Miller,
Gooch,
lb;
rf;
myer, If;
of a reliable remedy for colic or
first pick,
tions in New Mexico: Alamogordo, $5.25; Stackers and Feeders $2.50
cf; Lopez, p.
diarrhea at tome time during the
Office Honrs :
one cleric, from $500 to $600; Albuquer- $4.25; Texans $4.25$5.20; Calves $5
Kunz
2b; McDonald,
Albuquerque
$S.75. Sheep receipts 30,000, ten to
V
THE ORIGINAL
S
Graham,
year.';";
ss;
que, one from $000 to $700, one from
3b;
Corhah,
Clancy,
to
c;
m., except Wednesday
p.
fifteen cents lower. Sheep $3$5.75;
This remedy it recommended
$700 to $800; Las Vegas, no recomHale, If; Nye, lb: Galrf; Ortiz cf;
acd Sunday.
Lambs $4.75$7.70.
sold
who
have
for
dealen
it
by
OLD : CURIO : STORE mendations; Raton and Roswell, one
legos, p.
many yean and know its value.
each from $500 to $600; and Santa Fe,
The score by Innings was:
The New Mexican can do printing Santa Fe
It hat received thousands of
PRIVATE HOSPITAL
one from $700 to $800.
J. 8. CANDELARIO, PROP.
equal to that done In any of the large Albuquerque
testimonials from grateful people.
First class accommodations for
San Francisco St.
cities. .Our solicitor: Every piece of
SCENE OF SHOOTING
It has been prescribed by phylimited number of patients
IN WYOMING
sicians with the most satisfactory
We Ara Headquarter! for the Best AsQUIET. work we turn out Try our work once LATE LADY CURZON
Shoshoni, Wyo., July 23. Guy An- and you will certainly come again. We
results.
sortment of
LAID TO REST.
one of the victims of the shoot, have all the facilities for turning out
New operating rooms completely
derson,
It has often saved life before
CURIOS AND CHIMAYO AND NAVA-Hof
one
class
of
work, Including
ing Saturday, will probably recover. every
equipped with modern instrumedicine
could
for
have been sent
INDIAN BLANKETS.
London, July 23. The body of the
There are eight suspected persons in the best binderies in the west
ments." Faradlc, galvanic
summoned.
a
buried
was
physician
et
today
Curzon
late
Lady
jail who will be shipped out of the
and static olectrlcltv.
church
It
costs
Gut
a
the
village
only
quarter.
Letter heads, bill heads, note heads, in the family vaultin
city. It is now believed Moody was
Radiographic work.
ou afford to risk so much for so
killed by an enemy from South Dako- envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold yard of Keddleston In the presence of
Vlolot Rays, Phototherapy,
le
BUY IT NOW.
ta and not by gamblers.
There Is by the New Mexican Printing Com only the immediate relatives. Among
'
Ozone Generator, Etc,
Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and In- no need of calling on the militia as or- pany at low rates and In quantities to a mass of flowers was a wreath from
President Roosevelt.
suit. SatlsfaCton guaranteed.
dian Curios In the United 8taet.
der has been restored.
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